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CISAT envelops other
college for Innovation'
by Cristie Breen
staff writer
The College of Integrated Science and
Technology has expanded once more, this
time to include the what will become
School of Health and Human Services.
Health and Human Services students
entering JMU in the 1994-95 school year
will be part of CISAT, according to Dr.
Julius Roberson, assistant provost for
CISAT/dean of the College of Health and
Human Services.
This decision will make Health and
Human Services a school under the
umbrella of CISAT. Health and Human
Services will join Computer Sciences and
Integrated Science and Technology as the
schools in the College of Integrated
Science and Technology.
The merger comes after six months of
deliberation by Health and Human
Services faculty and administrators of
CISAT, according to Dr. Lyle Wilcox,
provost of CIS AT.
Roberson said that the merger, which
had been approved by the JMU Board of
Visitors at their Dec. 17 meeting, was
brought about for several different
reasons. "Both colleges are very interested
in interdisciplinary education. This is a
major thrust of CISAT and Health and
Human Services," he said, and that both
colleges are also "interested in innovation"
and new ways to teach the curriculum.
Departments in the School of Health
and Human Services whose future
students will be affected include health
sciences, kinesiology, nursing, speech
pathology and social work.

A major benefit for the College of
Health and Human Service, agreed on by
Roberson and Wilcox is the use of
additional resources and technologies
available in the CISAT departments.
"We both believe in the importance of
technology," Roberson said. "We think the
me'rger will place us in a much better
situation"
regarding
curricular
restructuring.
Wilcox said, "Some ISAT [Integrated
Science and Technology) faculty are very
experienced with the technology and
instrumentation" useful to the Health
Sciences.
Sophomore speech pathology major
Kirsten Powell said she believes the
merger of Health Services and CISAT will
provide "a better fit for speech pathology,"
citing advances in technology as a key
reason. "JMU already has one of the top
speech pathology schools in the country,
and it will just expand upon it," she said.
"It's a positive move."
Athletic training professor Herb Amato
said the merger excites him because of the
new facilities, technology and equipment
it will bring. "I'm hoping that the change
may breathe new life into athletic
training," he said.
"Current students will not be affected
right now," Roberson said. Future changes
that may affect current health science
students are the restructuring of
curriculum and the physical moving of the
department.
Roberson said that the changes in
curriculum of current students will have
CISAT page 2

Part-time seniors can keep
full benefits for last semester
by Karen McLaughlin
stqffwriter
Seniors who decide to drop down
to part-time status as a result of the
reduction in graduation requirements
will still receive benefits of full-time
students.
Becky Hinkle, manager of the
Campus Card Center, said that meal
contracts of seniors who drop down to
a part-time status will not be affected.
"As far as meal contracts. Food
From Home, and Flex accounts, it
would not affect them at all," Hinkle
said.
Jim McConnel, director of the

Office of Residence Life, said that
even though students living on
campus are supposed to be full-time
students, part-time seniors may
remain on campus.
These students arc asked to All out
a Contract Continuation Form, which
will than be approved by the Office of
Residence Life.
McConnel said that if a student
drops below full-time status, he or she
is asked to get in touch with the
office.
He said the office wants to make
sure that the student will "be
considerate" of the full-time students
living in residence halls.

We're No. 1!

CRAIG NEWMAN

Students celebrate the Dukes' victory against UNC Wilmington,
which propelled JMU into first place in the CAA. See story, page 23.

Board changes unlikely
with new Va. governor
by Cyndy Liedtke
senior writer
While a new governor could mean
changes for the boards of visitors at
Virginia's colleges and universities,
JMU's board could be left relatively
unchanged.
Melissa Herring, deputy press
secretary for Gov. George Allen said,
"Governor Allen would appoint people
with ideologies mirroring his own."
Allen is the first Republican governor
of Virginia in 12 years. At JMU, all
current board members were nominated
by Democratic governors.
The governor makes all the
appointments to Virginia's college and
university boards of visitors.
Current JMU board member Abbott
Lambert said, "I don't really sec a reason
for change. We're moving in the same
direction of the governor as far as
leading the university into the next
century."
According to Lambert, the board has
been working to build programs and
meet budget constraints that help the
university overall.

"In my opinion, we're doing things
that Governor Allen would approve of as
far as looking at higher education," he
said.
Herring said the governor would look
for people with beliefs similar to his own
to appoint to college and university
boards.
Four members of JMU's Board of
Visitors are eligible for re-appointment
to a second term when their terms expire
on June 30. They arc Alexander B. Berry
III, the rector of the board, Andrew
Ferrari, Deborah T. Lipscombe and
Robert Zulandi.
JMU Board members serve a fourycar term and can serve no more than
two terms.
Herring said she was not prepared to
comment on the specific make-up of any
board because no decisions have been
made by the governor.
The University of Virginia is awaiting
an announcement that could change the
composition of its Board of Visitors.
The terms of the four members at
UVa who were appointed by former
Democratic Gov. L. Douglas Wilder
BOARD page 2
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Va. foundation
gives special
funds to CISAT
by Cristie Breen

staffwriter
Funds to support a new JMU
professor of "national status" and four
scholarships were recently awarded to
JMU.
The Town Foundation of Norfolk, a
private Virginia philanthropic
foundation, will provide the monetary
gift, according to Don Moore, assistant
vice president for university
advancement.
The eminent professorship will
consist of a $110,000 gift to the
College of Integrated Science and
Technology.
The money will be given in $22,000
incrimcnls anually for five years. The
interest earned off the donations will be
used to support the chosen professor,
Moore said.
According to Moore, the type of
professor to be chosen for the
professorship will not be decided for a
few years until there is a considerable
amount of money in the account.
In addition to the professorship, the
foundation will donate $26,000
annually to JMU for four scholarships,
Moore said.
The scholarships will be awarded to
an outstanding female freshman of any
college in the university, who
"ordinarily wouldn't have the
opportunity to go to JMU because of
financial reasons," Moore said.
The Town Foundation of Norfolk
was founded by the late Thomas
Oliver, whose late wife Sarah Lanier
Tabb Oliver attended JMU in the early
1920s when it was known as the State
Normal School for Women at
Harrisonburg.

Board

continued from page 1
expire Feb. 28. All four are eligible for
rcappointmcni.
Freddie Nicholas Sr., one of the
members eligible for reappointment at
UVa, said last month in UVa's student
newspaper. The Cavalier Daily, that he is
certain politics would play a big role in
selecting board members.
Dr. Robert Roberts, a JMU professor of
political science, said that JMU is already
moving in a direction that is similar to
Allen's philosophy of higher education.
He said Allen has stressed higher
education stimulating the state economy,
which is already happening.
Roberts said Allen has also emphasized
improving the efficiency of stale
government, something the university has
begun to respond to through restructuring.

He also said that Allen said in his State
of the Commonwealth Address that he
wants universities to continue to
restructure.
"I can't envision significant changes at
JMU other than what we're doing
already," Roberts said. "At other schools,
[a new governor] might make a
difference.*'
Roberts said that although the governor
is free in making his appointments to the
board at JMU, he expects that Allen will
appoint people who are not much different
than those who arc on the board now.
"The make-up of the board would
probably remain similar in terms of what
the board expects the university to do,"
Roberts said.
According to Fred Hilton,, JMU
director of media relations, the JMU

Cool
Runnings
Campus police
have had to charge
students judicially for
trying to walk across
the semi-frozen lake
during the recent cold
snap.
MELISSA CAMPBELL

CISAT

continued from page 1
nothing to do with the CISAT
merger.
The merger will bring about
some physical changes in the
development
of
CISAT
construction. Roberson said
moving health and human
services will be complete in
"several years," referring to the
new buildings to be constructed
across Interstate 81.
Some members of the

Alumni Association gives the governor a
list of qualified applicants. The association
suggests three people for each vacant spot
on the board.
State law requires the association make
the suggestions. Hilton said JMU's board
is also only allowed to have two members
from outside the state of Virginia.
He said the governor is not bound to the
suggested list, although in the past, the
governor has usually used it in making
appointments. "If someone is eligible for
rcappointmcni, they are most likely on the
list," Hilton said.
Lambert said the board should be able
to work well with the new governor's
administration. "As far as growth, we arc
doing an outstanding job making JMU a
leading university noi only in Virginia but
in the U.S. as well," he said.

kinesiology department are still
"up in the air" regarding where
they will be located after the
merger, Roberson said.
Because of the close ties some
areas of kinesiology have to the
College of Education and
Psychology, some faculty
members said that CISAT may
not be the place for kinesiology.
Roberson said that while a
discipline such as teacher
education would fit logically into
the College of Education and

Psychology, a program such as
exercise physiology is heavily
oriented toward technology.
"The chances are good that
part of kinesiology will go to
education and psychology and
part to CISAT," Roberson said.
He said members of the
kinesiology department will
decide this week which college
they want to be a pan of.
CISAT receives extra money
from the state for being a "new
initiative," which may have an

effect on how much is allotted to
Health Services, both Roberson
and Wilcox said. "We will
certainly help them with some of
that money," he said, referring to
CISAT funds.
According to a Jan. 17 article
in The Breeze, Former Gov. L.
Douglas Wildcr's proposed
budget allows for the funding of
41 CISAT faculty and staff
positions, and $1.2 million for the
planning of Phase II of the
CISAT campus.

Roberson said, "it is still in
question to what extent the health
unit will benefit" with extra
funding, but Wilcox said that
CISAT "will want to work
towards outside foundations to
support Health and Human
Services."
According to Roberson, Health
Services will likely benefit from
enrollment-driven
budget
increases due to a 300 percent
increase in enrollment in Health
Services in the past five years.

"To the press alone, chequered as it is with abuses, the world is indebted for all the triumphs which
have been gained by reason and humanity over error and oppression."
— James Madison
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News
Art, music majors not affected by 120 hours
by Karen McLaughlin
staff writer

^^

With the lowering of
graduation requirements from
128 to 120, some upperclassmen
will be affected by the change
while others following nationally
accredited programs will not.
Specifically, students in both
the School of Art and the School
of Music will not benefit as much
from the lowering of credit hours
required for graduation.
Dr. Philip James, director of
the School of Art, said juniors
and seniors pursuing a bachelor
of fine arts in studio arts or a
bachelor of arts in art history will
still be required to graduate with
131 to 134 credit hours.
Juniors and seniors in the
bachelor of fine arts program are
required to take 44 hours of
liberal studies in addition to their
major requirements. James said
that for this reason these students
will have to graduate with 131 or
134 hours instead of 120.
James said that last year, the
graduation requirements for the
bachelor of fine arts were
increased to 131 with 60 percent
of the total course offerings

ERICA BLEEG

Keely Mackey, and art majors like her, will not benefit from the recent credit hour reduction.

coming from the studio area.
He said that if students can
"double-count" within the major
as fulfilling liberal studies
requirements beyond 30 hours,
then it will still be possible to
offer the national accreditation.
"With some double-counting,

we would be able to reduce the
graduation requirement to 120
and still have the number of
studio and architecture courses
that they need for graduating,"
James said. "Standards for studio
and art history are set by
nationwide
accrediting

organizations. If the university
allows us more flexibility in what
courses count for liberal studies,
then we will still be able to have
the accreditation."
JMU
and
Virginia
Commonwealth University are
the only two universities that

offer accredited programs in art in
the state. James said that this
accreditation "makes a difference
in attracting students. That helps
students make a decision as to
where they want to go."
He said that if students are
unable to double-count liberal
studies requirements beyond 30
hours, there is a chance of losing
accreditation for both the bachelor
of fine arts and the bachelor of
arts degrees.
"You either have it all or
nothing," he said. "So if we lose
accreditation for the bachelor of
fine arts, we lose accreditation for
everything."
James said that juniors and
seniors working for the studio arts
major or wanting to graduate in a
shorter period of time have the
option of changing from a
bachelor of fine arts to a bachelor
of science in studio arts. The
bachelor of science degree
requires fewer credits in studio
arts, letting students graduate with
120 credit hours. These students
would then need an extra math
class and social or physical
science class to meet the B.S.
degree requirement.
HOURS page 11

JMU student returns from Iraqi ethnic conflicts
Air Force reservist helped protect Kurds
from further Hussein bombing, gunfire
by Lee Bumgarner
staffwriter
Within a matter of days, JMU political
science senior and U.S. Air Force reservist
Jeff Williams went from worrying about
homework to worrying about the fate of
Kurds in Northern Iraq.
Chosen from a list of many volunteers,
Williams departed for the NATO Incirlik
base in Turkey on Nov. 29, 1993 and
returned on Jan. 18. The United States has
had a presence in the Northern Iraq region
since die Gulf War.
Like many of the Gulf War participants
who were also college students, Williams
didn't lose his tuition money when he was
activated.
In November, he became aware of the
possible deployment of reservists to
replace active duty soldiers. Williams then
called down to die base in Richmond and
told them to put his name on the list of
reservists who wanted to go.
Williams said that the replacement of
active duty soldiers by reservists "had
been in the planning stage for a couple of
months. After the Air Force came back for
the holidays, the air guard went out to take
their place."
The reservists were sent to relieve the
active soldiers, so they could come home
for die holidays.
Williams, who has been in die reserves

for almost three years, said a lot of people
wanted this tour of duty because of the
prestige of the assignment and the
experience of serving overseas.
Because he was a member of one of the
top weapons-loading crews in the
reserves, he said he may have been chosen
even if he hadn't volunteered. As a
weapons specialist, Williams was
responsible for loading highly advanced
missiles and bombs into the F-16's
protecting the Kurds.
Beginning after Desert Storm,
Operation Provide Comfort air-dropped
supplies and then Operation Provide
Comfort II was established.
This later operation was meant to
protect the Kurds of Northern Iraq and the
Shi'ites of Southern Iraq from being
attacked from die air. The United States is
still protecting both ethnic groups.
Although Williams' group was sent on
a peace-keeping mission, he said they
were in dangerous territory.
"It was probably the first time we've
[reservists] been in hostile air since the
Panama invasion," he said.
Because Iraqi President Saddam
Hussein knew the reservists were there, he
constantly tested them, Williams said.
"When we first got there, the Iraqis
were active. Saddam knew that we reserve
people were there. The Iraqis were not
supposed to cross the 36 parallel. [But] an

PHOTO COURTESY OF JEFF WILLIAMS

Senior Jeff Williams protects an ethnic minority In Iraq during the holiday break.

Iraqi F-1 Mirage crossed it by three or
four nautical miles," Williams said. One
international nautical mile equals 1.15
statute miles.
But because the Iraqi jet was too far
away, the Americans had to let it go,
Williams said.
"In order to get to him, we would have
had to drop our bombs and fuel. So we let
him go," he said.
The United States, Great Britain and
France are protecting Northern Iraq
because of some unresolved problems left

over from the Gulf War, fought two years
ago.
"That the U.S. and other U.N. forces
are still in die Middle East is in large part
a hold over from the Gulf War," said Kay
Knickrehm, head of the political science
department
"[The no-fly zone] is to ensure that Iraq
does not rearm," she said.
Dr. Ming Ivory, assistant professor of
political science, said, "After we defeated
IRAQ page 11
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World News
Supreme Court decides to rule on rights
of abortion protesters outside clinics
NEWSFILE
FBI appoints David Binney
deputy director, replacing Clark
WASHINGTON — FBI director Louis
Freeh on Friday took another large step
toward restructuring the bureau, naming
veteran bureau official David Binney as
deputy director, but he gave him
diminished responsibilities.
The selection of Binney, S3, to replace
the retiring Floyd Clarke as the FBI's
number-two official is the latest in a series
of personnel changes made by Freeh
aimed at giving him tighter control over
the bureau's operations.
Many of those changes have involved
installing former associates and colleagues
from Freeh's days as a federal prosecutor
in New York to high-ranking FBI
positions. Binney *s promotion fits that
mold. As an organized crime supervisor in
New York during the early 1980s, Binney
said he enjoyed an "excellent relationship"
with Freeh when they worked together on
several major investigations into the city's
chief organized crime families.
But Binney also said that as deputy, he
will play a smaller role than Clarke.
Traditionally, FBI field offices have
reported to the deputy director. Now they
will report directly to Freeh, Binney said.
Binney said he expects that he will
concentrate on overseeing the
administration of FBI headquarters and
serving as liaison with the Justice
Department on key investigations.

Networks may allow monitoring
of violence in programming
WASHINGTON — The four broadcast
networks Friday reached an agreement in
principle to use an independent monitor to
review programming for violent content.
The agreement comes just days before
Congress returns with the regulation of
television violence high on its agenda and
just as the major cable networks have
agreed to the use of such a system.
The cable agreement was contained in
an 11-point plan that also calls for the
development of a violence ratings system
and that endorses technology that would
allow viewers to block programs rated as
violent from their television sets.
The network accord, which was
finalized in a conference call Friday by
executives of NBC, CBS, ABC and Fox,
still must be approved by the heads of the
networks. That approval is expected in the
next few days, and a formal announcement
is likely early next week.
Decisions as to who will run the
system, how that person or organization
will be chosen and to whom he will report
are still to be worked out. It is unlikely
that the networks will employ the same
monitor as the cable industry.
— LA. Times/Washington Post
newsservice

WASHINGTON — The U.S. Supreme
Court on Friday announced it would
decide whether judges may forbid abortion
protesters from picketing, chanting or
approaching women on public sidewalks
outside health clinics. It will be the first
court test of demonstrators' First
Amendment rights at clinics.
The court's acceptance of the Florida
case, which is likely to have great national
significance, came as thousands of
antiabortion activists had gathered at the
court building to mark the 21st
anniversary of the Roe vs. Wade decision.
The order was coincidental to the protest
Since the Supreme Court on Jan. 22,
1973 made abortion legal nationwide,
abortion has remained the justices' most
volatile issue. A court majority has
continued to uphold a constitutional right
to end a pregnancy, but the conditions
under which abortion clinics operate —
and how readily a woman may obtain an
abortion — have posed second-generation
conflicts at the court
The Melbourne, Fla., clinic involved in

the new case had long been targeted by
abortion foes. Last spring, dozens of
demonstrators, some of them graduates of
a 12-week course in antiabortion tactics,
were arrested after they violated a judge's
order to keep away from the clinic.
The question for the Supreme Court
justices is whether a judge, acting after
complaints of harassment and protest may
prevent demonstrators from picketing or
congregating on public sidewalks or
streets. Here, a trial judge forbade
demonstrations within 36 feet of clinic
property, prohibited contact with clients
within 300 feet of the property and banned
"approaching, congregating, picketing,
patrolling, demonstrating" within 300 feet
of the home of any clinic personnel.
"This is a flat ban on pro-life speech,''
said lawyer Mathew Staver, who
represents three antiabortion activists in
the case of Mad sen vs. Women's Health
Center. "If speech becomes violent and
people begin shoving each other, there are
laws that apply. But this order covers
peaceful speech activities."

But the Florida Supreme Court which
upheld the lower court's order, said the
demonstrators' tactics had "placed in
jeopardy the health, safety and rights of
Florida women." It endorsed the order's
constitutionality "in light of the medical
services provided at the clinic and
Operation Rescue's past conduct"
Although the state's highest court had
upheld the order, the 11th U.S. Circuit
Court of Appeals separately had ruled that
the injunction was an unconstitutional
restriction on speech in a public forum.
Because of that judicial split the lawyer
representing the abortion clinic, Talbot
D'Alemberte, had urged the court to take
the case to resolve the conflict.
D'Alemberte told the justices that the
operators of the clinic, known as Aware
Woman Center for Choice, were
"confident in their legal position as
vindicated" by the state court
The new case will be heard in April,
with a decision expected by July.
— LA. Times/Washington Post
newsservice
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Oil embargo against Haiti takes harsh toll on country
JEREM1E, Haiti — After three months of
a punishing U.N.-mandated oil embargo
strongly supported by the United States,
Haitians outside Port-au-Prince are
increasingly cut off from food supplies
and relief efforts, and they are suffering
from a sharp increase in cases of severe
malnutrition.
The cases of extremely malnourished
children have grown from a brickie to a
flood in recent weeks, according to health
workers and relief experts, as famine
creeps into one of the most fertile areas of
this impoverished nation.
Relief workers say that since the oil
embargo was reimposed by the United
Nations in October, transport to most rural
areas has all but shut down, relief efforts

are hampered and food prices have soared.
The shortages have been worsened by
the Haitian military, which has hoarded
supplies of food and fuel for its own use
and made little effort to supply rural areas,
diplomats and Haitian sources say.
While exiled Haitian President Jean
Bertrand Aristide and the international
community remain committed to the
embargo, even staunch allies of the
president here say the price is too high.
"I don't think anyone here has asked for
the embargo to continue,*' said the Rev.
Joachim Samedy, a Roman Catholic priest
who is a fiery supporter of Aristide.
U.S. and U.N. officials argue that lifting
the embargo would signal the coup leaders
that the international community was

ending efforts to return Aristide to power.
The U.N. oil embargo on the
hemisphere's poorest nation took hold last
June, an effort to force the military to
allow the return Of Aristide, Haiti's fust
freely elected president, who was
overthrown by the army in 1991.
The military, led by Lt Gen. Raoul
Cedras, then agreed to allow Aristide to
return by last Oct 30. The embargo was
then lifted after six weeks. But it was
reimposed in October when the military
failed to honor its commitments.
The peninsula has lacked electricity
since late October, and telephone service
died in November.
— LA. Times/Washington Post
news service
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WALK
TO
CAMPUS
2,3,4, and 5 BR APTS / HOMES
FULLY FURNISHED
5 MINUTE WALK TO CAMPUS
Contact Dr. D. Craig Smith for further information. 8:00 AM.-10:00 P.M. 434-3509

HOLDING LAST 5 SPACES FOR

BECOME A
ROAD SCHOLAR
IN YOUR
SPARE TIME.
One Motorcycle RiderCourse will
make you a better, safer rider. And
riding will become more fun.
Call 1-800-447-4700 for the j'
best education on the streets./
MpMTMiSMUl IMNTMT

witmer in Honbon 1994
>ix-Wt& £tamion - 31 JKap to 8 3Tulp
Last summer's Semester in London Six-week Term was a smashing succes»U
Students can accumulate 6-9 hours of credit and participate daily in trips and visit*
to the many wonders of Greater London as part of their course work. All courses
will be taught by the SIL British faculty and Faculty in Residence, Dr. Phil
Grayson, Department of Theatre & Dance, JMU. Day trips to Oxford,
Cambridge, "Windsor and Rye, plus a four-day mid-term break. Admission open to
all students by g.pa. Join us for our third spectacular summer in London!

Course tifrgermqg

•ART HISTORY 416L Masterpieces of British Art •
•HISTORY 490L The History of London*
•INTL. LIBERAL STUDIES 290L London in Cultural Perspective •
•MCOM 305L Cinema in London •
•THEATRE 449/ENGLISH 232 The London Theatre •
•Possible Honors Seminar*
Cpgtg

Normal summer fees per credit tuition (6-9 hours based on 1993 fees),
weekly room & board, plus a supplemental fee of $2,000. Projected
figures (subject to change) for six weeks with a six-hour load.

VA student: 12.750.00 or Non-VA student: 13.500.00
Fees include:

Train to bring on* the
inner winner in yon
If all this sounds good to you

-Full lodging and one meal at Madison House
-Instructional travel in and around London
-Books
-Some meals

Airfare not included, but special rates will be available.

t^rmNTfOfetotrythe

Application Deadline: February 1. 1994.

Classes Monday and Wednesday
7:00 p.m. in Godwin Hall
W.Room /Call Nick at
434-4572 or Call 434-8824

For further information, please contact Mr. Douglas Kehlenbrink, Semester in
London Program (x64l9) or JMU FMIR Philip Grayson (x3468).

JMU MARTIAL ARTS CLUB
NOW!!!
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Campus News
International internship positions opening
for next tall and spring semesters
JMU is beginning recruitment for fall 1994 and spring
1995 international internship positions. Designed
primarily for juniors, seniors, graduate students and recent
graduates, this program offers qualified Virginia students
an opportunity to gain professional experience on an
international basis in their fields.
Complete details and application materials are
available for about 50 positions each semester in 10
countries. Application materials, available for
photocopying, are on-flle with placement directors, deans,
honors program directors, presidents and foreign study
directors at educational institutions throughout Virginia.
Further information is also available from Judy Cohen,
program coordinator, at Paul Street House at JMU. The
phone number is x6979. The deadline is March 14.

POLICE
by Jonathan Rhudy

police reporter
Campus police report the Mowing:
Destruction of Personal Property
• An individual reported that a parking attendant damaged his
vehide after alegedry beating on the top of it in the Convocation
Center parking tot at 7 p.m. Jan. 8.
The victim reportedly was a volunteer working at a basketball
game.
Police later reported that the incident was the result of a
misunderstanding.

LOG

The camera is inscribed with serial number I1WA11357 It is
valued at $700.
Information concerning the aleged theft of the camcorder was
entered into the National Crime Information Center.

Bike Theft
• A Mack Roadmaster Silver Ridge mountain bike was reported
stolen from a location on campus sometime in December. The
report was delayed. A student reported the bike stolen on Jan. 17.

Grand Larceny

Fake ID
• Student John E. Drake III. 20, of Readfield, Maine, was arrested
and charged with possession of a fake ID on Patterson Street near
Shenandoah Hal at 11:48 p.m. Dec. 18.
Drake was also charged with drunk in public.

• A Model AG-185 Panasonic camcorder was reported stolen
from Theatre II on Jan. 16.

Number of drunk in pubic charges sis since Jan. 11: 2

^ CAMPUS EVENTS
Monday
Student Ambassadors now accepting
applications for upcoming year
The JMU Student Ambassadors are currently accepting
applications. The applications may be picked up in Varner
House, and they are due by Friday at noon.

Glacier Park seeking to hire college
students for summer Jobs and internships
College students from across the country are being
sought for 1994 summer jobs at Glacier National Park in
Montana.
Glacier National Park, Inc., located in Northwest
Montana, is looking for students to fill more than 900
summer jobs in all areas of the hotel and hospitality areas.
Jobs include hotel positions such as hotel front desk,
room attendants, cooks, wait persons, guest entertainment
and bus drivers. Employees are needed this year from
mid-May to early October, the highest demand being for
employees who can work from September to October.
Internships are available for a number of majors.
For details on jobs, salaries, internships and deadlines,
call Glacier Park, Inc., at (602) 207-2620.

Visiting actor to present lecture,
demonstration on Noh theatre
On Friday, actor Akira Matsui will present his lecture
and demonstration, "Noh Theatre: Tradition and Change,"
at 4:30 p.m. in Studio 355 in Godwin Hall. The event is
free and open to the public.
In a formal kimono without a mask, Matsui will dance
climactic scenes from a number of Noh plays. In addition,
he will discuss recent experiments in adapting Western
texts to Noh style.
For more information, call the Theatre Office at x6342.

U.S. Department of Energy sponsoring
industrial hygiene graduate fellowship
The U.S. Department of Energy (DOE), Office of
Health, Industrial Hygiene Programs Division is
sponsoring an industrial hygiene graduate fellowship
program for the 1994-95 academic year. The application
deadline is Jan. 31.
The program is open to U.S. citizens who hold a
baccalaureate degree and who have not completed more
than one academic year of graduate studies by the
effective date of the fellowship appointment.
For application materials and additional information,
call (615) 576-9655.

• Visiting Scholar lecture, "Palestinian/Israeli Peace
Talks," Grafton-S tovall Theatre, 4 p.m.
• Discussion group, "User's Guide to the Bible," an
overview. Chandler Hall lounge, 4:30 pjn. Dr. Ken
Beals, campus minister at Wesley Foundation, will
lead the group. All are welcome.
• "Alternative Health Care in Modern Society,"
Taylor Hall, rm. 404,7 p.m.
• Anorexia Nervosa and Associated Disorders
support group meeting, Emmanuel Episcopal Church,
7 p.m. Friends and family welcome.
• Alpha Epsilon Delta, premedical fraternity meeting,
Burruss Hall, rm. 44,7 p.m. New members welcome.
• Study skills/time management program. Warren
Hall, Allegheny Room, 7 p.m. Sponsored by Alpha
Kappa Alpha Sorority, Inc.
• Women of Color meeting, Taylor Hall, rm. 309,
7 p.m. T-shirts will be on sale.
• Sociology Club meeting, Keezel Hall, rm. 101,
7:30 p.m.
• College Republicans meeting, Taylor Hall, rm. 400,
8 p.m.
• Hypnotist Tom Deluca performs, Wilson Hall,
8 p.m.
• Talk show, "Cilia," WXJM-FM (88.7),
10 p.m. - midnight. Hosted by Scott Gilbert.
• Last day to withdraw from the university and still
receive a tuition adjustment or refund.
• Last day to register, and end of free add-drop period
for graduate students.

Tuesday
• Intramural Racquetball Sign-Ups close. Warren
Hall, rm. 300. noon.
• Equal meeting. Warren Hall, Piedmont Room,
4:30 pjn.
• Madison Outing Club meeting, Taylor Hall,
rm. 402,6:30 p.m.
• "Contemporary Issues in An" Workshop,
"Careers, Resumes and the Real World," Sawhill
Gallery, 7 p.m. Perry Bard will lead the workshop.
• Psych Club meeting, Maury Hall, rm. 101,7 p.m.
• Women's Basketball, JMU vs. Virginia Tech,
Convocation Center, 7:30 p.m.
• First Right meeting. Warren Hall, Tidewater
Room, 8 p.m.

Wednesday

TJtursday

• Career Symposium, "What you can do with a
Bachelor's Degree in Psychology," Burruss Hall,
rm. 31,7-8:30 pjn.
• Intcrvarsity large group meeting. Warren Hall,
Highlands Room, 7 p.m. All are welcome.
• Men's Gymnastics, JMU vs. Radford, at Radford,
7 p.m.
• Men's Basketball, JMU vs. East Carolina, at East
Carolina, 7 pjn.
• Pre-Physical Therapy Society meeting, Taylor Hall,
rm. 404,7 pjn.
• Harmony meeting, Taylor Hall, rm. 400,7 - 9 pjn.

• Natural Highs meeting, Taylor Hall, rm. 306,
5-6 p.m. Will discuss activities for spring semester.
Everyone is welcome to attend.
• EARTH meeting, Taylor Hall, rm. 304,
5 - 6:30 p.m.
• Planetarium program. Miller Hall, John C. Wells
Planetarium, 7 and 8 pjn. Free admission.
• International Affairs Association organizational
meeting, Taylor Hall, rm. 304,8 p.m.
• Friends of Viet Nam, Inc. meeting, Zane Showker
Hall, rm. 109,7 - 9 p.m. Slide presentation, free food.
• Campus Crusade for Christ meeting. Miller Hall,
rm. 101,8-9:15 pjn.
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In their Commons apartment's fully-equipped kitchen with
microwave, they whipped up some winners. Then Sara met her
match in a teriyaki-blackened Twinkie pizza.
Each fully furnished
4 bedroom apartment
comes with:
Free Cable television
(a $650 savings - includes
HBO/HTS/MTV/ESPN/etc.)
Double bed in each bedroom
Full size washer and dryer
5 Telephone hookups - one in the
kitchen and one in each bedroom
5 Cable hookups - one in the
living room and one
in each bedroom
Built in microwave oven
Patio or balcony
Free Water and Sewer
Free trash pick-up
Full time maintenance
FREE MAID SERVICE

Office Hours

Mon.-Fri.- 9-5:30
Sat. & Sun. 10-4:30

Call The
Commons
today at
432-0600
and get off
campus
this fall!

869-B PORT REPUBLIC RD.
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Campus Spotlight on...
Do you feel that condoms should be distributed by JMU Resident Advisers? Why or why not?
"By distributing condoms, we're
promoting safe sex and trying to raise
awareness about diseases. We're not in
a position to impose our|
personal opinions."

Sarah Coggins
R.A., Eagle Hall

"Condoms should be distributed
because... people are still going to
have sex
Having condoms close
by, people are more likely,
to have safe sex."

Mary Chhay
freshman, pre-medicine

"If people are going to have sex, they
should be responsible enough to buy
their own condoms. Giving out
condoms puts liability on
ORL and me as a resident |
adviser."
Wendy Burkhammer
R.A., Cleveland Hall

"I think that the R.A.s should not have
to feel that distributing condoms is a
part of their job. If you are sexually
active, you can go get the
condoms yourself."

Jennifer Lee Gaskins
sophomore, music
SPOTLIGHT BY MELISSA CAMPBELL AND MARCY CLAPP

Preliminary autopsy shows VSU
student died of natural causes
by Jonathan Rhudy
police reporter
Harrisonburg Police temporarily have
ruled out foul play in the death of a
Virginia State University student in The
Commons apartment complex last
semester.
Michael L. Jones, 21, of Virginia
Beach, apparently died of natural causes
on Dec. 2, according to Sergeant B.D.
Gregory of the Harrisonburg criminal
investigation bureau.
"We are waiting on a toxicology test,
which basically entails studying the blood
samples," Gregory said.
From the toxicology test, police will be
able to determine the actual cause of
death.
Police are still waiting for the actual

autopsy report from a state forensics lab in
Roanoke. The toxicology test reportedly is
part of the actual autopsy report, according
to Gregory.
He also said it will be several weeks
before the lab releases the report due to
the toxicology test which must be
completed.
Harrisonburg Police reportedly
regarded Jones' death as suspicious. The
Harrisonburg city medical examiner then
requested an autopsy to determine the
cause of death.
Jones reportedly was in Harrisonburg
visiting friends, who are students at JMU.
He was found dead in bed at an apartment
on 881 Port Republic Rd. at 1:55 p.m.
Dec. 2.
Jones was buried in Chesapeake on
Dec. 8.

Scoop up the news at the
next News and F ocus
meeting today in
Anthony-See ger Hall
room 10 at 5p.m. If
you're interested in
writing, and want to get
involved, show up.
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HANCJ-UPS ETC...
CHECK OUT OUR:
•NEON AND TIN MADE DOMESTIC & IMPORT
BEER SIGNS ('50s TO PRESENT)
•BEER SERVER TRAYS
•FRAMED BEER MIRRORS
GREAT FOR YOUR DORM OR APARTMENT/
LOCATED IN ROLLING HILLS SHOPPING CENTER
8-5 M-S
1-6 SUNDAY
433-8988

sot

Gus' Taverna
Come see us on
Thursday nights from
5-9 for a SPECIAL
95 S. Main St.

564-1-GUS

"A"STUDENT
OF THE ROAD.
A Motorcycle RiderCourse is for
everyone who wants to have more
fun riding, while becoming a
better, safer rider. Call 1-800447-4700 to join the class.

wmmmiwtnmmmm *

Serving
Breakfast,
Lunch & Dinner
• Relaxing atmosphere
• Great appetizers
• DelecUble homemade
soups & salads
• Deli & (Specialty
sandwiches
• Gourmet Dinners
498 University 51vd
Harrisonburg, VA
(behind Valley Mall)

70>564>2988
FREE DELIVERY

GET MONEY FROM YOUR UNCLE INSTEAD.
Your Uncle Sam. Every year Army ROTC
awards scholarships to hundreds of talented
students. If you qualify, these meritbased scholarships can help you pay
tuition and educational fees. They

even pay a flat rate for textbooks and supplies. You can also receive an allowance of
up to $1000 each school year the
scholarship is in effect. Find out today if
you qualify.

?£5
3SnnsS

M-W 7:30 am - 9 pm
Th & f 7:30 am -10 pm
6at 8 am -10 pm
hiiv 1 Dinner. kV, < :ivc
1 Dinner <J 1/2 oil
«yr\
I K OlT< V\ >|
*»Ok> WITH OTIHK Dk* OUN'GS

ARM7R0TC
THE SMARTEST COLLEGE
COURSE Y0€ CAN TAKE

CONTACT: CAPTAIN DOUG KEARNES (703) 568-6094

wr^
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Hours

continued from page 3

continued from page 3

Dr. Mellasenah Morris, the
director of the School of Music,
said that after revisiting the music
program it is possible for students
to graduate with 120 credit hours
in the nationally accredited music
program.
"We worked very hard to
revisit programs," Morris said.
She said she is very confident
with the accreditation.
Dr. Joseph Estock, professor
of music, said that the School of
Music has revisited its programs
by reducing certain credits that
were assigned to existing courses
as well as eliminating some
courses in order to reach 120
credit hours.
Senior Hara Laskaris, a music
education major, said that she is
in favor of this reduction as long
as technique, music theory and
and ear training classes are not
deleted from the program.
"As long as those things are
not taken away from us than I
think it is a positive thing and it
will be lessening our work load,"
Laskaris said. "I don't see how
anyone could have a problem
with it."
Estock said that the most
important issue in determining
how the reductions would be
reached was maintaining
accreditation.
Most seniors are fourth or fifth
year students who are finishing

department requirements and the
requirements that are needed for
accreditation.
"In most programs they have
to have a senior recital to perform
as the last step or a practicum for
student teaching," he said. "So
even if they have met the number
of hours they still have that last
hook or that last requirement to
fulfill."
Laskaris will graduate in
August with 147 credits after
taking a class during May session
and one during the summer. She
is able to graduate after her
fourth year since she has taken 22
to 23 hours each semester.
"All of the people I know as
far as music education majors,
are graduating a semester late
because they are doing student
teaching in the fall." She said
that since this is the case, the 120
credit reduction does not affect
them.
Sheri Ellis, a music education
major graduating in December,
will finish classes in May and
student teach in the fall. She
would like to see a limit placed
on the number of ensembles
students take each semester,
however she is opposed to the
reduction of credits within the
major.
"If they reduce the number of
credits I don't think we would be
adequately prepared when we
graduate," she said.

NICKI CAMPBELL

JMU senior Jeff Williams Illustrates the use of en F-16 pilot's
gravitational suit used during his recent military stint In Iraq.

Saddam Hussein, we told him he
could not fly north of a certain
line and south of another.
"It was all because he had
been carrying on more or less a
genocide against the Kurds. Since
we were in charge after the war,
we could tell him where not to
fly," Ivory said.
Although Hussein's air forces
were prohibited from flying over
Northern Iraq, the U.N did not
prohibit him from placing ground
troops north of the 36th parallel.
Along with serving their
country, the reservists got a
lesson in interacting with other
cultures, Williams said.
When they first settled in
Turkey, the Americans were
treated indifferently by the locals,
according to Williams.
"We were protecting the
Kurds, and the Turks don't like
the Kurds," Williams said.
It took a while for the
reservists — from Virginia, Ohio,
South Dakota and Colorado — to
get used to Turkish culture.
"One could not eat meat with
one's left hand. When you cross
your legs, you can't show your
heels," Williams said.
Although Williams said he had
a good experience in Turkey, he
doesn't have any immediate
plans to return. Instead, following
graduation from JMU, he said he
expects to attend pilot school.

Hunters Ridge...
We're Far From Being
Over The Hill!!

[THOSE OTHER PLACES*

"NOW leasing for the 94/95 school year"
featuring:
4 Bedroom Townhouses
Competitively Priced Units
Sand Volleyball and Basketball Courts
• Washer/Dryer in each unit
• Private Decks or Patios
Furnished and Unfurnished Units
2,4,5 Bedroom Condominiums
On-Site Property Management
Completely Equipped Kitchen including:
Microwave, Dishwasher, Refrigerator
with Ice Maker, and Range

Call Now-434-5150
715 Port Republic Rd.
Mon. - Fri. • 10am - 5pm

ThePrudentnl
Funkhoussr & Associates
REALTORS*

Property Management Division
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Picture This: St Petersbuig
In the last part of bis
series of personal accounts
in St Petersburg, Breeze
Photo Editor Mike Hejfner
examines the lives of young
Russians in 1994.
(Above) Each floor of the
dorms has a breezeway
between two wings of
rooms. Most of the glass
here Is missing, though
whether from breakage or
never being Installed Is
uncertain.
(Right) Olga Sadovskaya,
22, left, and her roommate,
Lena Makarova, 20, right,
are attending Herzen State
Pedagogical Institute In St.
Petersburg. They are
education majors, studying
to teach Mind children.
Olga Is married, and her
. husband Is a Navy sailor
stationed In Murmansk.
She often wonders what
will happen to their
marriage after she
graduates and tries to look
for work, since jobs are no
longer guaranteed by the
state.

Inside Mother Russia
Higher education in Russia is still
free for those students that have the
grades to get into the universities. I
talked with Svetlana Prodanova, my
translator and Russian contact, and her
friends about going to school in St.
Petersburg. A university is a university no
matter where you go, but a Russian
student's life is so different from our own.
First of all, housing is provided to
students, but at the Herzen State
Pedagogical University, the "dorms" are
in the suburbs while the university itself is
in downtown St. Petersburg. As a result,
students end up spending a lot of time
riding the Metre to and from classes.
There are 10 dorms, all 10-story
buildings that hold about 450 people each.
The buildings are built much like most
apartment buildings in Russia, in a
modular fashion that resembles a stack of
Lego blocks. I noticed an 11th building
under construction during my stay.
Student Olga Sadovskaya, 22, told me

when her mother attended the university,
construction had just begun on that
building.
The infrastructure is the one thing
suffering most in Russia, and these dorms
are a classic example. Like most Russian
buildings, the elevators are slightly bigger
than a phone booth, able to hold four
people at most. Half of the interior glass
was either broken or missing, and one
exterior window was really two smaller
pieces of glass that overlapped with a lessthan-tight seal.
Russian buildings always seem to have
a lot of doors. Many dorm rooms had two
doors because the room's previous
resident left without returning the keys.
Instead of replacing the lock, another door
with a different lock was installed in front
of the first one. Plus, since locksmiths are
hard to find in Russia, if you lock yourself
out, the only option left is to break through
the wooden door. Quite a few doors had
pieces of wood nailed into them covering

up holes left by lock-out victims.
The dorms were always too dark, either
from a lack of lights or a lack of working
sockets. The bathroom toilets had no seats
on them, which is common in older
buildings, and the entire dorm had a
depressing, decrepit look to it
However, the actual rooms were fairly
roomy, at least bigger than the cubbyhole
in Ashby Hall I lived in last year. One of
the dorms had a cafe on the bottom floor
where students could get a cheap meal, a
Baltika beer, (a good St. Petersburg beer
that goes for 400 rubles — the equivalent
of 30 cents) and a table to sit down and
talk. Students, despite their surroundings,
bond together and live their lives quite
normally and happily.

I noticed a sense of community in the
halls of the building that I've never
really found among American
university students. Russian students tend
to be much tighter and closer to each other

than Americans. People were genuinely
interested in each other's lives, more so
than the typical, cursory, "Hey, what's
goin' on?" attitude prevalent in the States.
I remember when Svetlana was here at
JMU last spring, the phrase she hated to
hear the most was, "What's up?" She said
it was because that didn't mean anything,
that they were just two words people say
without thinking about them at all.
Students have to bond together in
Russia; support services are non-existent.
While tuition is free, there is no D-hall, no
RAs (just a babushka, an old woman that
sits in the entrance lobby with the
impossible job of keeping track of 450
residents going in and out all day.) and no
laundry rooms. Students receive a stipend
of about $15 a month from the
government, which is a pittance these
days. Russians end up taking care of many
things themselves that American students
have done for them. For Russians,
university life is definitely not a picnic.
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Inside Mother Russia

Russian outlook keeps
changing with the times
• Russians live just like
any other people, but
subtle differences give
them a unique perspective
on the world and life.
While the economy,
politics and education
are important, I wanted
to dig deeper during my trip to
St. Petersburg. Anyone can learn
about Russian economics or
politics reading a magazine or
watching television. But to try to
understand and know the Russian
people themselves, you must go
there and live among them.

After living with this mentality
for a month, I can't tell whether
Americans are decades ahead of
the rest of the world in gender
relations or whether they've just
really screwed themselves up. I
do know Russian men and
women appear content with their
positions in society, and that's all
that matters to them.
ussians have a lot a pride
in themselves, in their
:ulture, history and
traditions. They truly believe
there is something special and
unique about their people.
Sidorov told me, "There is a
saying, 'Russian is not only a
nationality, it's the state of your
soul, the state of your heart."'
When you walk along the
streets and see the old, historic
parts of St. Petersburg, the grand
cathedrals, the museums, the
buildings, you realize Russians
have a reason to be proud. In
more practical matters, they've
pushed Napoleon and Hitler off

RE

to be like.'
n public, whether on the
streets, in the Metro or at a
kiosk, Russians tend to be
reserved, stoic and very quiet,
and they shuffle off to wherever
their destination may be.
However, in private, amongst
friends, they open up and become
friendly, talkative and full of
laughter. Prodanova explained
the Russian personality to me as
succinctly as I've ever heard it.
"If you drink, drink,'' she said.
"If you work, work — to the end.
We are very extreme, from one
end to another."
I spent many evenings with
Russians, both in my apartment
and in others, where we simply
ate, drank and talked. There is a
very communal aspect to the way
Russians spend time together.
When you visit someone's home,
you had better bring something
with you, some food, a bottle of
vodka, something. Everything is
shared, people smoke from each
other's cigarette packs, and
toasts of liquor are done in
unison. Friends see each
othep-very often, and a lot
more is expected of
friendships in Russia than in

I

One of the hardest things to
get used to in Russian
society were gender roles.
Russians still act and behave in a
manner like 1950s America,
although there is a thinking
process involved.
While young Russian women
strongly believe they are equal to
men and can do almost —
anything, and while young
Russian men do respect and
treat women as equals, there is
an understood division of
roles. Women are the child
rearers and take care of the
the State Of yOUr America.
home and family, while men
I .»
Prodanova explained,
are their protectors and
"It's our culture, in this way
providers.
Male-female
we were brought up.
relationships are based
Communism, community,
primarily on this idea of
maybe that's why people are
Sasha Sidirov
interdependence.
so, but I think it was there
This idea is so deeply 23-year-old furniture salesman
before the revolution."
ingrained in the Russian
psyche that I couldn't get anyone their soil, Hitler in a 900-day
o, in closing, what do I
to clearly explain it to me. Sasha siege of St. Petersburg that killed
. remember about my trip to
Sidorov, 23, came the closest one in every four people in the
'Russia? I remember a
when he pointed out, "If men and city during World War U. (Those tough, mature people that deserve
women are truly independent, wars are still called the Great far better than they're getting
then what do they need each Patriotic Wars by Russians.)
from life. I remember all the
other for? Just to make babies?"
Now, though, younger students I met, hoping my
Svetlana Prodanova admitted Russians have grown up in a time negative gut instincts are wrong
that when she returned to St. when reform movements have and that they'll reach some, if not
Petersburg from JMU last changed their views of Russia all, of their dreams and goals. I
summer, neither she nor her and the rest of the world. Olya remember Svetlana warning other
friends back in St. Petersburg Babikova, 26, assessed the Americans and myself that,
could understand why the typical situation when she said, "When "What is written in your
American woman seemingly we were young, we thought our textbooks and everywhere [about
needed to constantly prove her country was the best in the Russia] is just bullshit, never
independence.
world."
trust it."
They simply figure women are
"We were taught, we were
Finally, though, I remember
women, and men are men, and absolutely sure, that this is the two things Sasha told me, two
that's the way it's meant to be. only country where there are no quotes that perfectly sum up the
Men are expected to carry bags wars or inequality."
contradictions inherent in
and take off women's coats in
"But now," Babikova said, Russian society today:
Russia of their own accord, "we at least know what is going
"Living in Russia is like riding
behavior that is increasingly rare on in the world, and we have an on the Metro. You can see far
in America.
idea of what our life is supposed behind you and some of what's
passing you, but you can't even
see ten meters in front of you.
"I am an optimist by nature,
and I think everything will be
• Today — a look at life for young Russians in 1994
fine, that my children will have a
good life in this country."
I certainly hope so. And
Photos, stories and design
someday,
if I'm lucky enough,
by Mike Heffner
I'll go back and see it for myself.

Russian is not only a
nationality, it's

The Admiralrty,
another great
historic landmark
In St. Petersburg,
(foreground) was
Peter the Great's
shipyard. It now
houses a naval
school. The Peter
and Paul Fortress,
where the city was
founded, Is In the
back left of the
photo.

Sasha Sldorov's apartment complex was built In the standard
modular "Lego" style of the Communist era in Russia.

soul, the state
of your heart."

Si

Last in a three-part series

A look down the darkened corridors In the university
dorms In St. Petersburg, as a student goes to the
kitchen to cook a meal.
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Focus
Politically correct speech monitored at other universities
by Lee Bumgarner
staff writer
"Words have no meaning,"
said speech communication
professor Ann Gabbard-Alley.
"Meaning is in people."
But at some schools, saying
the wrong words can get you in
trouble.
Speech codes, and the use of
language that is sensitive to all
people, are issues that are being
addressed at colleges and
universities throughout the
country.
Many universities, including
the University of Michigan, the
University of Connecticut and
Tufts University have instituted
some form of judicial speech
code.
U. Penn incident draws
attention to politically correct
speech
Speech codes were thrown into
the public spotlight last year
when
a
University
of
Pennsylvania student, Eden
Jacobowitz, was formally
charged with violating the
university's speech code.
He allegedly shouted out his
window to a group of black
sorority women, "Shut up you
water buffalo!"
Jacobowitz was later acquitted
by the university of violating the
code, because it was not proven
that his comments were meant to
be racist.
While some speech codes,
such as the one at the University
of Pennsylvania, still exist, the
University of Wisconsin's speech

code was found to be
unconstitutional by the U.S.
Supreme Court. The court ruled
that the code was too vague.
Speech
communication
professor Roger Soenksen said,
"Some speech falls into a
category that the First
Amendment does not protect.
What's happening is rights are
coming into conflict."

minority population," Soenksen
said. "With a' speech code, one
only hides the problem you
have."
According to Way, most
speech codes at other universities
are a reaction to racist or sexist
incidents that took place on
campus.
"Things that have happened on
other campuses have created an

We can't deny students the rights
given to them by the Constitution.
Freedom of speech is one of them.
Mike Way
assistant to the associate vice president for student affairs
Political science professor Kay
Knickrehm said, "I believe very
strongly in freedom of speech
even if some things are said that
are distasteful and discourteous."
Currently, JMU does not have
a speech code.
Mike Way, assistant to the
associate vice president for
student affairs, said the university
has not found a need for speech
codes.
Soenksen said there are a
number of reasons for not
establishing a code.
"Whether or not a school
establishes a speech code
depends on the character of the
school, character of the
administration.
"We. don't have a huge
international population or

environment where people can't
learn," Way said.
"So they attempt to legislate it
or codify behavior. And you
can't do that," he said.
Way said JMU has never
needed to develop a speech code
because the students are
apparently more tolerant than
students at some other schools.
Junior Nancy Waldman said,
"If this whole P.C. thing keeps
raging, it wouldn't be too
ludicrous to think that sometime
in the future JMU would have a
speech code."
Way said the future of speech
codes is uncertain.
"I think some schools, on
advice of their legal counsel, will
make no attempt to develop a
speech code. We are in that

position," he said.
"Other schools will continue to
try to develop codes that will
meet the legislative and judicial
test."
He said rather than establish a
speech code, colleges should go
back to basics.
"The better way, particularly
given recent judicial decisions, is
to do what a university does best,
which is to educate," Way said.
The nature of higher
education, he said, is to develop
tolerance and create an
environment that is conducive to
learning.
"We can't deny students the
rights given to them by the
Constitution. Freedom of speech
is one of them," Way said.
JMU professors stress
sensitive language
Although JMU does not have a
speech code, one JMU professor
requires his students to use
"gender-neutral" or "nonsexist"
language.
Economics, professor Andrew
Kohen said there is enough
research on the topic to convince
him that when gender-specific
language is used, women tend to
be excluded.
He said that such terms as
"fireman" lead people to think of
men, even when the intent is to
include women.
"Instead of miscommunicating, isn't it preferable to say
what we mean and be properly
understood?" Kohen said.
He said there are great benefits
to using neutral language. In the
SPEECH page 15

LA. newspaper joins crackdown on offensive speech
by Cyndy Liedtke
asst. focus editor
Speech codes do not always concern what
is said. Sometimes they can restrict what is
written.
Last year, editors at the Los Angeles Times
composed a 19-page booklet, titled
Guidelines on Ethnic, Racial, Sexual and
Other Identification.
The booklet bars certain words that might
be considered derogatory or offensive and
stresses word usage that is inclusive of all
genders, cultures and lifestyles.
Some of the banned words include "coed," because it could offend female college
students; "man-made" for which "artificial"
or "synthetic" could be substituted;
"mankind," when the word "humankind" can
be used; and "mailman," because women also
hold the job.
Other words declared taboo by the
newspaper's guide are "crazy," "bra-burner,"
"ghetto," "powwow" and "handicapped
person."
In the Nov. 29 issue of The Washington
Post, Terry Schwadron, managing editor of
the Los Angeles Times said, "This is not
about political correctness. It's about being

accurate and being fair."
According to the Post, the Times has
received several letters criticizing the
booklet.
Thirty staffers from the Times'
Washington bureau sent a memo protesting
the booklet to Editor Shelby Coffey HI. The
memo stated that the rules go too far and
could be too political.
In the Post, Schwadron called the
guidelines "a work in progress" that will
probably be modified.
Speech communication professor Roger
Soenksen said there have always been style
manuals that have directed the media on how
to phrase things, and the Times' booklet is
another example.
He said there is a movement to use
language that is gender-neutral and won't be
offensive to particular subgroups.
"It is an opportunity to keep current on
present-day language, word usage and to
utilize language that is non-offensive to
establish norms," Soenksen said.
The Associated Press Stylebook and Libel
Manual, used by publications all over the
country, offers its own guidelines on the use
of language.
The stylebook also warns against using the

words "ghetto" and "powwow," but it also
separates some titles by gender. Instead of
"chairperson," it is A.P. Style to use the
words "chairman" or "chairwoman."
But in the entry titled "women," the
stylebook states, "Treatment of the sexes
should be even-handed and free of
assumptions and stereotypes. This does not
mean that valid and acceptable words such as
mankind or humanity cannot be used."
A spokeswoman from The Washington
Post said the newspaper uses its own
stylebook, similar to the A.P. stylebook.
There are no plans to use or produce a set of
guidelines like the Times' booklet, the
spokeswoman said.
According to Soenksen, it would be
difficult to determine if guidelines similar to
the one the Los Angeles Times has developed
would spread to other newspapers and to
radio and television.
He said the world of communication is
fast-changing and the attention now is
focused on language usage, but attention
could shift away from language sensitivity in
the near future.
To be more sensitive in communication,
we find is the motivation right now,"
Soenksen said.
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anti-feminist - non-sexist;
not all antifeminists are
men.
bachelors degree - B.A.,
B.S., under-graduate degree,
college degree.
doctor - woman or man.
Avoid specifying a female
doctor's gender when it is
irrelevant or when you
would not do so in the
case of a male doctor,
every man for himself everyone for themselves.
'forefather - ancestor,
forerunner,
forebear,
predecessor, precursor;
forefather and foremother if
used gender- fairly.
freshman - first year
student, fresher, frosh;
beginner, novice, newcomer
Some people feel there is
no good alternative to
'freshman" when used
with
"sophomore/
"junior," and **senior."
glri - woman, young woman
"(jiri" Is reserved for those
under 15.
jumping jack * for the
conditioning exercise, use
side-straddle hop.
landlady/landlord
proprietor, owner, manager.
Miss - use Ms. except for
people who indicate a
preference for' "Miss."
Men have never been
labeled in relation to
women.
no-man's-land - limbo,
dead zone, uninhabitable/
unclaimed land, buffer zone.
peeping Tom - window
peeper,
eavesdropper
Peeping Thomasina is seen
occasionally, but it is
probably not a precise
opposite meaning for
peeping Tc i.
"real"
father/"real"
mother 'biological/birth
father,
biological/birth
mother.
salesman - sales clerk, clerk
sales asSociate/rep/agent/
tinker* salesperson.
Source:: The Nonsexist Word
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Would you like to
sharpen the focus
of The Breeze?
Come to the
Focus/News
meeting today at
5 in AnthonySeeger Rm. 10.

Speech
continued trom page 14

—

classroom, he said, women can feel more
included.
Knickrehm said she does feel excluded
when it is not used.
She said, "I ask my students to use
gender inclusive language. I don't count
off if they don't, but I ask them to do it for
me — I feel left out by gender specific
terms.
Kohen said, "Their increase in comfort
probably leads [women] to contribute
more in class and thereby enhances the
educational experience for everyone, men
and women alike."
Knickrehm said that a professor has a
responsibility to ensure that there is a
classroom atmosphere that is conducive to
learning.
"If people are insulted in the classroom,
then that atmosphere doesn't exist, and the
professor, in my opinion, could require
students to treat each other courteously
during class discussions," she said.
"I don't think it costs us much to use
inclusive language and call people what
they want to be called," Knickrehm added.
Kohen said that if his students become
accustomed to using "gender-neutral"
language while they are in college, they
are less likely to offend "women who may
be in the habit of using gender-neutral
speech and not risk offending women who
may be in authority positions at their jobs
or elsewhere."
Students respond to speech codes
and personal freedom

JMU students have varied ideas on the
subject of speech codes.

Senior Paul Campbell said, "It is wrong
to disallow any words from being spoken,
regardless of how repulsive the word is to
us. The only person qualified to decide
what I should and shouldn't say is me."
Waldman said that violating one's First
Amendment rights is not the answer to
stopping people from making derogatory
comments.
"It should become a convention of
society to learn to speak in a clear manner
without resorting to insulting other people
on the basis of race, religion, sexual
preference or social standing," she said.
"But forcing such an issue and masking
its violation of free speech in a cloud of
political correctness doesn't make it
right."
Senior Michael Grigsby said, "The only
problem with a speech code is that a
restriction of certain terms which persons
generally find offensive could eventually
lead to the suppression of other terms as in
the 'water buffalo' case."
He said there will always be people
who have a problem interacting with
people of another gender, race, sexual
orientation or religion.
'The best thing to do is to approach
them on a one-to-one basis and to try to
open their minds by letting them see you
are more than a 'queer' or a 'kike' or a
'nigger,'" Grigsby said.
Junior Rima Bruno said that although
she does not believe in speech codes, she
has learned that the words society uses
have psychological consequences.
The way people think is shaped by the
words they have to think with," Bruno
said.

Everything you need
to close down a crackhouse.
down license numbers of strange cars.
You aren't helpless when crime
They noted the times of odd behavior.
invades your neighborhood. You're
They worked with each other. They
fully capable of helping police and
worked with the police. Armed with
they're ready to show you how.
field glasses, note pads and telephones,
The Case of The Stanton Park
folks kept track of the neighborhood.
Stand-off.
Within one month, enough
When crack moved into a row
evidence had been gathered.
house on a quiet block of Stanton
Police moved in. Crack
Park in Washington, D.C., folks
moved out.
decided to serve an eviction
Citizen participation beat
notice.
crime
in D.C. It can do the
They met with police to find
same for you. For more
out what they could do to
success stories, write The
keep drugs out of their
McGruff Files, 1 Prevenneighborhood.
tion Way, Washington, D.C.
The cops told them to
20839-0001.
keep an eye out—to let
Police become even more
police know whenever
responsive when their
something suspicious
people are their partners.
happened. They began to
Together we
notice faces.
can help.
They wrote
A message from the Crime Prevention Coalition, the US Department
311 of Justice and the Advertlalng Council. © 1989 National Crime
Prevention Council.
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Band retu

Julie Murphy sings to a
crowd at The Birchmere in
Alexandria, where Eddie
From Ohio recorded their
latest release "Actually
Not," (left). Eddie
Hartness, who the band
was named for, plays the
drums and blows his
whistle during a solo (top).
Hartness, Robbie Schaefer,
Murphy and Mike Clem
make up the Northern
Virginia-based band Eddie
from Ohio (top right).
Schaefer sings and plays
his guitar for the song
"The Ghosts of St.
George's Drive," (far top
right). Eddie From Ohio
started three years ago
and includes three
graduates of JMU.

M

Don't let the name Eddie From Ohio
mislead you.
"We're not actually [from Ohio]," says
Robbie Schaefer, guitarist and vocalist for
Eddie From Ohio.
In fact, the entire band is from Northern
Virginia. Unfortunately, Schaefer says, the
origin of the name is not as interesting as
one might hope.
The truth of the band's origin is the
basis of their third and newest album's
title: "Actually Not," as in "from Ohio."
Eddie "From Ohio" Hartness, who
plays congas, percussion and contributes
vocals, won't volunteer any further
information about the name's origin other
than that an ex-girlfriend gave it to him.
In more than 500 performances, which
have included headlining shows at the
Birchmere in Alexandria, the Cactus Cafe
in Austin, Texas, and the Bluebird Cafe in
Nashville, Tenn., the band has cultivated a
large and diverse following, including a
mailing list of more than 3,000.
Friday at 10:30 p.m., Eddie from Ohio
will play at Joker's Pub and Restaurant,
their home in Harrisonburg, to locally
release "Actually Not"
It's been a long time coming for the
band. Guitarist Mike Clem says the band's
roots go back much further than their
official beginning three years ago — much
further, to his and Shaefer's meeting in die
fourth grade.
**I saw Robbie play in the talent show.
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and at recess he got all the girls," Clem
said. "I invited him over to my house to
teach me guitar so I could get some girls,
too."
According to Schaefer, they remained
friends and in touch musically throughout
their school years.
The other friendships, ho vever, don't
go quite as far back. Schaefer, through his
performances with the McLean High
School Madrigal Choir, met lead singer
Julie Murphy, then a member of the
Marshall High School choir.While they were never in a band
together in high school. Murphy and
Schaefer did get together to play at parties
and with friends.
When they began college — Murphy at
Virginia Tech and Schaefer at JMU —
they lost touch. It was not until Murphy
began attending Schaefcr's solo
performances in 1990 that they renewed
the friendship.
Clem met Hartness at JMU through the
music scene. Hartness was the original
drummer for Full Stop.
The two later formed a band called
Itchy Scratchy in 1986, and they later
played with Schaefer in the Jellyfish Blues
Band.
-The entire group finally came together
in 1991 when Murphy and Clem joined
Schaefer in an impromptu performance at
the end of Schaefcr's solo performance at
Joe Theismann's Restaurant in

Alexandria. Murphy and Clem happened
to be the only two left in the audience
towards the end of the show.
When Schaefer began playing "Amy,"
Murphy and Clem began to sing along
with him. At the end of the song, Schaefer
left the stage and joined them at their
table. They continued to sing. A few days
later, they decided to form an acoustic
trio.
"I remember that Sunday vividly when
Robbie called me," Murphy said. "1
remember hanging up the phone and
screaming 'Mom, Robbie and Mike want
mc to sing with them!'"
Just prior to their first performance, the
trio decided to include Hartness, who had
played with Clem and Schaefer in other
bands.
Before joining Eddie From Ohio,
Hartness had never played congas, now
his main instrument in the band.
"At our first rehearsal, Eddie sal there
with his beer, beating on some wooden
boxes," Murphy remembers. "It sounded
great."
Now three years and three albums later,
the band thinks it has found the secret to
success.
"We have a theory in this band,"
Schaefer said. "There just is no
replacement for hard work."
In the last month, the group has sold
nearly 1,000 copies of their latest release.
This 20-track collection spans many

musical genres in a style the band has
dubbed their "new-folk calypso-grass"
style.
Hartness's knowledge of percussion,
combined with Schacfer's folk influence
stemming from artists such as James
Taylor and Paul Simon, often create a
seemingly never-ending and soulful
rhythm.
Combining this with Clem's rock-n-roll
style, influenced by Crecdcncc
Clcarwatcr Revival and the Beatles, and
Murphy's experience singing show tunes
on a Virginia showboat make for a wellrounded, diverse sound.
Junior Carol Sweeney said, 'They arc
a fun band, you can gel up and dance or
just sit back, relax and enjoy the music."
The band has played shows from
Greenwich Village to Tclluridc. Co., to
promote its first albums, "Live At the
Birchmcrc" and a "A Juggler On His
Blades." They are presently playing gigs
in Atlanta and Alexandria to promote the
release of "Actually Not."
"In rehearsal, the whole band organizes,
and in certain instances, writes the song,"
Schaefer said. "A band's sound is
culminating their experiences . . . Our
sound is four unique experiences coming
together."
"Actually Nol"'s combination of
traditional folk songs, such as "Three Fine
Daughters of Farmer Brown," with the
more Latin-style percussion beats of

Photographs and Article by Rob Calvert

"Mimosas in Missouri," creates music
from both ends of the musical spectrum.
While Schaefer and Clem wrote the
majority of the songs on this album,
Hartness added his musical style to the
writing of "Very Short Fuse." The result is
a song where both the guitars and the
vocals compliment and amplify the
rhythm of the congas.
Murphy's "In Paradise" was written
about the death of her niece, in dedication
to her sister. The song tells the story of a
2-year-old writing her parents from
heaven to tell them that she is fine, that
they needn't worry about her. "Death is so
senseless. . . I wrote it in an effort to help
my sister ease her mind," Murphy said.
But the band isn't always so serious.
The addition of humor on stage through
trademark songs like "School House
Rock," is reminiscent of those old Sunday
morning cartoons "Bill on Capitol Hill"
and "What is a Noun" keeps the show
light.
The band's comfort with each other and
confidence on stage creates a wellexperienced and professional air about
them. Murphy attributes this to each
member having their "own little projects
that help [us] work as a team. Our
personalities have finally gelled after
working together for almost three years."
"They just seem like nice, down-toearth people who put on a great show,"
Sweeney said.
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Feminist magazine creates awareness, unity
students out there who believe
that women deserve to be treated
as equal as men are in society,"
Feminism will glue together Fornecker says.
diverse creations and opinions in
Densmore says that The Tine
a collage-like magazine.
allows some to communicate
The line, a JMU student their feelings creatively. "It's to
collection of art, poetry, short give feminists an outlet to
stories, essays and music on express their views. There's a lot
women's issues, is a magazine of diversity in the movement, and
that EQUAL, a student group of hopefully that will be reflected."
feminists, is bringing to JMU for
Densmore says that feminism
the third time in four years.
is sometimes viewed negatively,
"It's something we like to do and The Zine allows feminists to
for the campus," co-coordinator see that others share their views
and junior Shawna Densmore and reveals the true meaning of
says. "It's a way of letting them the feminist movement.
know what feminism is about and
Fornecker says that this
what feminists are thinking."
meaning is different for
In past issues, students have everybody. "As a group, we
addressed date rape, sexist (EQUAL) don't try to define an
language, sexual harassment, and absolute definition of feminism,"
violence.
she says.
"You get a different message
Fornecker says, however, that
from everything you read. This everybody doesn't view EQUAL
helps people understand what in this way. "I think a lot of
[feminism] is to themselves by people get bad connotations, just
seeing what it is to other people," from the word feminism, and by
sophomore Sara Rowen, co- reading The Zine, they see
organizer of the project, says. feminism isn't all about hating
Rowen is working with men. Then, they can stop having
sophomore Anne Fornecker on such negative auitudes about it."
the project.
"Maybe something will be
Fornecker says EQUAL has presented that [students] hadn't
another goal. "Since many thought about," Densmore says.
women creators have been left She adds that EQUAL hopes it
out of society, our main point is will "heighten the awareness and
to show that there's feminist sensibility of non-feminists" and
literature and art work out there."
encourages these non-feminists to
"It shows that there are JMU submit material.
by Stephanie Kriner
asst. style editor

ELLEN ROBMSON

Art such

M

'What I Leanred from the Groat T.V.' by Ellen Robinson is a part of The 2km.

It's for enjoyment and Densmore says. "Feminists have
entertainment, too. Submissions senses of humor," she says.
don't always address feminism
Fornecker agrees that The Zine
in a serious light; some things provides entertainment while
students have submitted in the spreading a message to JMU
past have even been humorous. students— that there's something

to learn about feminism from
their fellow students.
EQUAL will distribute The
Zine on the Commons on March
14 from 9 am. to 5 p.m. Copies
will be free of charge.
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FREE MICROWftUEl]
For signing a
year's lease at
Squire Hill

Just mention this ad & bring JMU ID.
Also 9 & 12 Month Leases Available*
•Full Size Washer & Dryer
•1,2, fir 3 Bedrooms
•Fully Equipped Kitchen
•Townhouse* or Gardens
•City Bus Service to JMU
•Pool Cf Tennis Court
•Furnished Apartments
•Wall-to-Wall Carpet
•24-Hour Maintenance
•Small Pets Welcome*
•On' Site Management

434 2220

Mon.-Fri. 10-5:30
Sat. 10 -5
Sun. 1-5

Clubhouse, Devon Lane.
East on Port Republic
Road from JMU Campus.

•Some restrictions apply

IRON WORLD AEROBICS

000 WA*t*
Coming Soon...Reebok Slides!
Classes include:
Step/S3u^WjU)
Power Step
Abdominals

$40 per semester/ $15 per month
$ C OFF with student I.I).
Morning & Evening classes
Come in and check us out with a FREE trial class.
Aerobic membership includes use of CI machines.
Just Blocks From Campus / 434-9940
44 Miller Circle
(behind Wendy's)
'
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Opinion
SAY
WHAT'.?'t«np
1 he American Holocaust. When they tell you that
abortion is a matter just between a woman and her
doctor.... They're forgetting someone."
The message on a sign posted around campus by
the group First Right. The sign also included a
picture of a fetus.
One could not eat meat with one's left hand."
Senior Jeff Williams on the eating habits of
people in Turkey. See article on page 3.

Taking charge of our own sex lives

«i

The simple fact is, if you believe you are
responsible enough to have sex, you should be
responsible enough to find your own condoms.
Whether you buy them at Mr. Chip's, at 7-11,
get them free from the Health Center or steal them from
your roommate, neither the Student Government
Association nor the Office of Residence Life should be
held responsible for keeping you safe from sexually
transmitted diseases or unwanted pregnancy.
The recently introduced SGA bill to make condom
distribution a part of every resident adviser's job
description shows that the SGA is trying to address real
issues, but it's disturbing that we have to assume these
residents can't find condoms without knocking on Mom
or Dad's door at midnight.
Let's be real here. We're all in college and we're all
reasonably aware of the risks involved in having sex.
Even if you slept through most of your high school health
class, you'd have to be living in the Quad tunnels to not
know that along with the pleasures of the flesh come the
consequences of life and even death.
This is not a morality play. This is not a public service
announcement. This is the simple truth. Latex condoms, if
used consistently and correctly, "provide highly effective
protection against sexually transmitted diseases, including
AIDS," according to the Food and Drug Administration.
But we all know that.
The moral, religious and societal banter among our
SGA and hall representatives at Tuesday's SGA Senate
meeting is pointless to people who are having sex now, no
matter what bill is on the Senate table. If you need a
condom, get one, but banging on your R.A.'s door in the
middle of the night in a sweaty panic does not make you a
responsible adult It may force him or her to compromise
certain values, and basically, you could be violating the
privacy and confidentiality between you and your partner.
Making condoms more available is fine — great, in
fact. Dump them by the bucket-full in D-hall. Stuff them
in every P.O. Box in the Campus Center. Dangle them

Editorial Policy

Heather OWeU

UNI VI* SITY

from the scaffolding at whatever JMU location is
currently under construction. We're all for availability. If
you want one or a dozen or a bushel, get them. But just in
case JMU doesn't decide to go full-blast on the safe sex
campaign, it's still up to you to protect yourself if you're
going to have sex. It won't be your SGA senator's or your
R.A.'s fault if you get a disease or get pregnant. It will be
your fault.
By age 20, according to the Centers for Disease
Control, 86 percent of men and 77 percent of women say
they have had intercourse. The CDC says that of the 12
million new cases of STDs, including HIV infection, that
are reported each year in the United States, two-thirds of
those affect people under 25. There was a recent study of
couples where one partner was infected with the HIV
virus and the other was not. Of the 123 couples who used
latex condoms correctly and consistently over a two-year
period, not a single one of the uninfected partners became
infected. It's pretty clear that condoms can work.
To avoid having our senators and R.A.'s violate their
moral or religious obligations by supporting this bill for
condoms on demand, and to be responsible for ourselves,
we should find other ways to make condoms available.
Buying condoms in the '90s is not tough. You don't
have to ask your hometown Uncle Weaver the pharmacist
to retrieve them from behind the iron counter. You don't
even have to go to the pharmacy. If you think the throes
of passion might keep you from running to an all-night
convenience store, ask the SGA to campaign for wellstocked machines or baskets in dorm bathrooms. ORL.
and the Health Center already seem interested in helping
to pay for providing more free condoms, so the
distribution details can be worked out
It should be up to your R.A. to keep you advised, not
alive.
The house editorial reflects the views of The Breeze
editorial board which consists of the editor, managing
editor and opinion editor.
editor Donna Ragsdalc .. . managing editor
Rob Kaiser ... opinion editor

letters IO the editor should be no moce than 350 words, columns no moce than 550
words, and will be published on a space available basis. The y muse be delivered CO The
Breeze by noon Tuesday or 5 p.m. Friday.
The Breeze reserves the right to edit for clariry and space.
The opinions in this section do not necessarily reflect the opinion of the newspaper.
this staff, or James Madison University.

Most blacks speak two languages already by
living in this culture."
Senior Angela Robinson on how AfricanAmericans are forced to assimilate since "black
English" is not acceptable in school, but is still
spoken at home.
On rare occasions, James Madison University
will cancel classes because of inclement weather."
The university "Inclement Weather Policy" on
page 108 of the 1993-94 Student Handbook.
I here's always a chance someone will get hurt.
You can't close down simply because there is a
chance that someone might get injured."
Fred Hilton, JMU director of media relations,
discussing the decision process for canceling
classes.
Oublet (Inexpensive.') Palatial (I'llpay you to live
there!) Apartment For Rent (Rent is Pennies!)...
Spitting distance from campus
Three
upstanding, responsible young adults included as
roommates!"
A hand-drawn sign advertising the opportunity to
sublet an apartment in Olde Mill.
A. little knowledge [of a culture] is a dangerous
thing. The less you know, the easier your mind can
get warped."
Junior Erick Speight on why multicultural
education isn't the complete answer in easing racial
tension in the United States.
a

a

Menendez Brothers."
The name of an intramural basketball team.

You're opening that door for me because you
think you're better than I am because you're a man
and I'm a woman."
A male student recalling the time he held a door
open in the breezeway between Keezell and Wilson
Halls for a female student who was carrying boxes.
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LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
Student questions Hilton's suggestion
not to dose the university last week
TotheadHor
I believe Fred Hilton slipped and hit his head on the ice
before he gave his pompous remarks in the article "Winter
freezes JMU in icy glaze" (Jan. 20 Breeze). Hilton stated:
There's always a chance someone will get hurt. You can't
close down simply because there is a chance someone might
get injured."
I could probably buy that if it were 83 degrees outside.
But when the temperature is below the teens and there is half
an inch of ice on the roads and sidewalks, that doesn't sit too
well. The administration's decision not to close the
university on Tuesday and all day Wednesday demonstrates
the mentality of their thinking. It can be summed up by
Hilton's comment from above.
If Hilton did take all of the reports from outside sources
into consideration, classes would have been cancelled. All of
the reports I heard from state and local authorities advised
people to stay off the roadways and remain indoors because
of the treacherous conditions. Every parking lot was a sheet
of ice. I even saw a facility grounds worker fall on the ice
while trying to chisel it off the sidewalk!
The truth is, little of that data was taken into
consideration. Getting to and from classes was just too
dangerous. It is obvious from his comment "It's very
unfortunate that people have had accidents, but you have to
make decisions" that Hilton did not have the faculty's, staffs'
and students' welfare in mind before making
recommendations to his supervisor. One can only hope his
recommendations are more scrutinized in the future.
Jay Keltner
sophomore
International business

Let's consider the United States
a 'salad bowl/ not a 'melting pot'
To the editor:
I would like to applaud Angela Robinson's reminder of
Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr.'s birthday in her Jan. 17 Breeze
column. While it is important to remember that we are not of
separate races but all part of the human race, we must not

allow ourselves to forget our cultures and heritages, nor
should we belittle anyone else's. The United States is not and
should not be a melting pot. I've always preferred the idea of
a "salad bowl," because this country is made up of many
separate cultures, each adding flavor to the whole salad.
But turning Martin Luther King's dream into a reality is
not something we should have to be reminded of once every
year. It is a process that every American citizen, indeed
every world citizen, should be living out every day. How is
this dream accomplished? By allowing assimilation to be the
natural process that it is in an equal society, rather than the
unnatural process it has been when it is forced. By treating
people as individuals instead of members of a group and with
basic human compassion. By realizing that there is not one
single right way but rather many ways. By realizing that
neither conservatism nor liberalism has all the right answers,
but both have some right answers. By realizing that
Christianity is not the only way to salvation but just one of
many ways. By realizing that other opinions, even though we
completely disagree with them, deserve the same respect that
we demand of our own opinions.
I am not saying that in order to achieve King's dream, wc
must give up our own personal convictions. But keep in
mind that having justified convictions is much different than
discriminating against the equally justified convictions of
others. The salad bowl may be dominated by lettuce, but the
tomatoes and cucumbers and bacon bits arc all equally
important to the flavor of America's salad.
Christine Yesolltls
freshman
undeclared

'Change and innovation can be good'
but so is 'constancy and preservation'
To the editor:
I congratulate The Breeze for its thoughtful editorial
"Slimming Virginia's broad education" in the Jan. 17 paper.
I agree that educational breadth is being traded for vocational
education (training?). I work in a "vocational" area
(marketing and hotel, restaurant management) at JMU and I
am proud of doing so. But my pride rests partly on the
apparently increasingly shaky assumption that our vocational
(we prefer "professional") efforts are part of a broad-based
educational experience. A balance is needed between

"knowledge for its own sake" and vocational "knowledge,"
and we are, in my opinion, losing the appropriate balance.
Another kind of balance is, in my opinion, also being lost
and this too was thoughtfully addressed in the editorial cited
above. The writer noted that "the University Council voted [I
was the sole dissenter) to eliminate Freshman Seminar,
which was hailed as a state-wide model when it began five
years ago." Change and innovation CAN be good; in some
specific situations they are indeed called for. But constancy
and perseverance can ALSO be good in other situations. A
great deal of effort went in to developing the Freshman
Seminar: Arc we staying on course to fet this innovation-die
so quickly? I must agree that in its present form, the seminar
needed work, and the seminar's administrators have perhaps
been remiss in not affecting more change. To be fair,
however, it must be very difficult indeed to constructively
work for improvement in a program thai is (whoops! was)
under a constant death threat.
The point, in my opinion, is that with the Freshman
Seminar and the "initiatives for excellence" (which have also
effectively been pushed to the wayside), sincere, hardworking people have seen their efforts wilt before they were
given a fair chance to bloom. Now, once again we arc called
upon to "join the process," and wc arc told that the board
"will not relent" (see page three of the Jan. 17 Breeze). This
process seems to some of us to: 1) represent more the illusion
of change rather than its reality; 2) push JMU inappropriately
towards becoming essentially a vo-tech; 3) to be a political
rather than an educational move, and, finally, 4) to represent
an imbalance between change and perseverance.
If the board and the university will not relent... then ...
it will probably happen. But I (and, I believe, others) will
find Dr. Oberst's plaintive statement ("the commitment to
the goals and objectives of liberal studies will be continued")
to be progressively more and more difficult to believe. And
when the next excited call comes in to really do something
different! Right now! Because things are happening! Well...
knowing that today's enthusiasm will likely be tomorrow's
unsupported, resource-gobbling, passe program ... perhaps
it's best to let that invitation pass by. In an atmosphere of
exciting (!) and constant change there will always be an
opportunity to "participate"... later.
Dr. John Palmer
associate professor of marketing and hotel/restaurant
management

Aimless staggering in the grass
They seem to creep up,
they've done you a favor
the fences — chain and
with all that, with simple
post, almost decorative,
paths that lead you where
almost aesthetic. Their
you want to go — or
beauty, though, is usually
where they assume you
— MarkSutton
overshadowed by the more
want to go.
forgiving and inviting
I
guess
the
grass that lay inside the boundaries. This is the grass grasswalkers don't buy that cement philosophy. We
that should be seen and not touched, noticed but not will take our chances with the grass, showing up a little
enjoyed. This is the grass that is open, permitting late to class, tracking in the mud and grime that has
aimless staggering that sidewalks do not — the kind of caked our shoes. We may be a little late, but we will get
staggering that is annoying to the sidewalk goers, who there and sometimes with a story of how we finally
stay on the sidewalks at all costs — thriving in the made it.
safety of definite direction and moving along like
I also suppose that the walks serve their purpose —
stagnant moving cars, trapped in their respective lanes.
giving us a little direction when there seems to be none.
They are the ones who don't understand the We should encourage a little direction when there
grasswalkers, the grasswalkers who tear up the lawns seems to be none. We should encourage a little
they tread upon, wearing paths diagonally across the sidewalk-going — an opportunity to enjoy a little
Quad where paths apparently aren't supposed to be. I directed safety in the event of an ugly puddle accident
am a grasswalker myself, and often revel in this fairly or something.
minor rebellion, but even though I find the repudiation
But the grasswalkers path, the one that has worn its
of society's little codes a thrill in itself, the way across the Quad, should be there as well, giving
grasswalking movement is not quite senseless — not anybody the chance to hurdle the little chains and roll
nearly as futile as the alternative. '
around carefree on the lawn.
Often, when wandering across the lawn, I look over
Perhaps that is the sign of a true university. Sure, we
my left shoulder to the sight of strange faces, pressed need those walks, maybe a nudge in the right direction
against the windows on the higher levels of Wilson and even support when wondering looks dim. But
Hall. These are the faces of the sidewalk goers, really, we need the lawn too, when we grow weary of
wondering why I choose to muddy myself, why I counting the cracks; and when it's time to stagger
ignore the walks that cost so much to build and look so aimlessly and figure out for ourselves just where we
pretty.
really need to go. So I plead of the walkbuilders, at
Yes, they love the sidewalks up there, they built least keep the fences low. And I urge of the walk-goers,
them, as well as the fences that cage them in. "Stay on try hopping over them, you might enjoy it.
those walks, kids," they say, smiling at the hordes of
students with military face right, military face left, Mark Sulton is a sophomore mass communication
efficient, seamless changes of direction. They think major.

Guest Columnist

i.

Breeze columnist
or editorial
cartoonist.
• To apply, send a couer
letter and three pieces
of your published or
unpublished work to
The Breeze opinion
editor in AnthonySeeger Hall.
• Applications are due
by Feb. 7 at 5 p.m.
• If you name any
questions, call Rob or
Chris at x3846.
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Driving through life as a coordination degenerate
"Next thing I know . . . the left side of the car looks like the 'before' shot in a Maaco commercial.
I for one am glad the holiday traveling is over,
because traveling makes me think of cars, which
makes me think of car accidents, which, ironically,
makes me think of women.
Because, you see, my love record is about as
brilliantly successful as my driving record, which isn't
saying much.
Since getting my driver's license five years ago,
I've managed to total one car, almost total two other
cars, and I've lost control of vehicles to ram them into:
a curb, a tree, a telephone pole, another curb and the
back of another car. I've also garnered two speeding
tickets and talked my way out of a third.
So here's the moral of this ghastly little tale I'm
about to tell you, up front: Fly, dammit, fly! Go broke
buying airplane tickets and cab fares. Find it in your
heart to overlook Amtrak's six-hour delays. Anything!
Because heaven forbid you should ever see my ugly
face on the interstate one dark night; that drive might
be your last.
You have to realize that 15 years, eight months is a
magic number for many coordination degenerates such
as myself. Here in Virginia, that's the minimum age to
receive your learner's permit. At exactly 15 years, nine
months, my father and I were on the road in our 1986
Volvo station wagon, hell-bent on tearing up the slopes
at Roundtop ski resort a couple hundred miles away in
Pennsylvania.
A great idea, right? (Big, hearty laugh at you from
the depths of the Bottomless Pit of Insurance
Payments) Wrong.... Guess who was driving.
Boy, I was on top of the world. There I was, behind
the wheel of my dad's car, streaking down the
pavement at more than SIXTY MILES PER HOUR,
adrenaline pumping nearly as fast as my hands' sweat

Guest Columnist
— Matt Warner
glands. Eventually, we were out of the state, which meant
my learner's permit was no longer valid, but Dad was
being cool about it and was letting me drive the rest of the
way. And ... oh my God, dear .old Dad was FALLING
ASLEEP, which meant he actually felt SAFE with me
driving.
But then I learned an important lesson: Sometimes life
is about as user-friendly as Dulles Airport road signs
during a construction period. A patch of ice on a .bridge,
and bam! Next thing I know, the Volvo's done a 180 and
the left side of the car looks like the "before" shot in a
Maaco commercial. But the car was still drivable. Dad
says, "We'll worry about it when we get home tonight.
Let's forget about it for awhile and ski."
So we're on the slopes, melting the snow with the sheer
friction of our legendary athletic prowess. No probtemo.
At the end of one run, I notice Dad hasn't made it down
the hill after me, so like the good son I am, I take off my
skis and start hiking back up the mountain in my
inflexible plastic ski boots. And there's Dad, flat on his
back and immobilized in a ski patrol sled, blood running
down his face like me after the second time I rammed a
parked car with my bicycle. (No kidding, when I was a
little kid, I actually did that — twice.)
They whisked Dad away in an ambulance, headed for
the nearest hospital which is only a short jaunt of 30 miles
away. I could have ridden with him, and I probably
should have, except I had visions of my mother driving

tt

over icy roads in the middle of the night to Roundtop
resort to retrieve our ski equipment and our beat-up
Volvo. So I... (maniacal cackle, a disease symptom
caused by the bacterium common sensis absentia,)...
I drove! I drove the car! (Another cackle)
(Low whistle) Man, a cop would have had a field
day on me if he caught me: A snot-nosed teenager —
really, I think I had a cold that day — driving without
someone over 18 in the car, with a learner's permit
not good in that state, in a car with non-functioning
lights on the left side and some really ugly dents, and
driving on icy mountain roads. Luckily, my number
didn't come up, and I made it there safely.
Mom was a barrel of laughs when she finally made
it to the hospital:
MOM: (hands shaking, wiping tears off her
cheeks) Well, the doctor says he has a broken
shoulder and a concussion, but he should be all right.
ME: (resisting the urge to laugh evilly) Why don't
we, uh ... take a walk outside to the Volvo? I think I
may have accidentally thrown something out of
alignment on the way here
Anyway, I suppose you could say I'm no Mario
Andrctti, and like I said at the beginning, I've had a
similar amount of success in the Don Juan
department. — You might even say I've even had a
few . . . moving violations. But concerning both of
those subjects, I think an effective way to cope is that
when on a date, maybe I should get a chauffeur to
drive, and that way, everyone is happy: me, my date,
the automobile and my insurance company.
Junior mass communication major Malt Warner
claims that he's a "perfectly safe driver now
[wink]"
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Sports
JMU takes conference lead from UNC-W
Double figures from starters carry Dukes to No. 1 in CM
by Mike Wissot
staff writer
Throughout 33 minutes of play, neither
team could pull away. There weren't any
big leads or hot streaks, no sign that one
team could break away from the other —
until the seven-minute mark.
From then on,

UNC-W 77
JMU 85

the JMU men's
basketball team
look a narrow lead
and eventually
sealed a 85-77 victory against UNCWilminglon on Saturday at the
Convocation Center.
"That was a great ball game," Lefty
Driesell said. "Wilmington played well,
we played well, and it was anybody's ball
game right down to the end."
With 7:17 remaining, junior guard Kent
Culuko drilled a three-pointer to give the
Dukes a 59-56 lead they would hold for
the rest of the afternoon.
UNC-W coach Kevin Eastman said his
team's zone defense may have caused
problems in defending Culuko.
"The only possession in the game
where we lost track of him, he bangs home
a three," Eastman said. "But when you're
playing a team that is better than you, you
can't have those lapses."
JMU improved its record to 11-4,5-0 in
the Colonial Athletic Association. January
continues to be a hot month for the Dukes
as they add to a 32-1 record in Colonial
Athletic Association play during the last
five years.
Senior forward Clayton Ritter and
junior forward Louis Rowe each scored 18
points to help the Dukes uphold their
undefeated conference record.
Although Rowe's long-range shooting
did not match his previous performances,
he was able to drive and spin past
Seahawk defenders down low and bank
his shot off the glass.
"I think the storyline is very simple,"
UNC-W head coach Kevin Eastman said.
"Louis Rowe dominated the game. He was
the difference."
Rowe, who has scored in double digits
for the last eight games, said he is pleased
with JMU's current position.
"We've felt along that we're the team
to reckon with in the conference," Rowe
said. "But we beat a great team today."
Although Wilmington jumped out to a
13-6 lead early in the first half, JMU kept
the game close with a one-point deficit at
halftime. The score throughout the first
half remained within four points.
Despite scoring fewer points in the
second half, Rowe continued to dominate
the inside game, feeding off to Riucr and
senior forward Michael Venson.
Another bright spot for the Dukes
shined in the frontcourt, as sophomore
center Kareem Robinson grabbed six
rebounds and racked up 10 points for
JMU, converting 83 percent of his shots.
"Kareem Robinson played the best
game he's played for us," Driesell said. "I
thought he rebounded well, played good

MKEHEFFNER

Junior forward Louis Row* scored 18 points on Saturday against the Seahawks.

defense and scored some too."
JMU continued its seesaw battle with
UNC-W throughout most of the second
half. Culuko's three-pointer sparked a
rally that would seal the game for JMU.
Although Eastman said he sensed
JMU's momentum and called a timeout,
the Seahawks could not hold off the
Dukes, who went on an 8-4 run and
secured the lead.
Ritter, who also played strong on the
defensive side with four steals, brought the
crowd into the game with a series of dunks
in the second half.
"Clayton was quiet the first half, but he
really came back strong for us in the
second half," Driesell said.
The Dukes finished well down the
stretch, converting nine of 10 free throws
in the last minute.
JMU heads out for a two-game road
trip, beginning with ECU on Wednesday.
"East Carolina is going to give us a
tough game," Rowe said. "We've just got
to keep plugging away to stay on top."
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Ritter, Rowe
join up to lead
the frontcourt
After the departure of forwards
Jeff Chambers and Paul Carter last
season, many had doubted the
strength of JMU men's basketball
inside game for the 1993-94
campaign.
Most teams in the preseason
expected the Dukes to focus on the
shooting of guards Kent Culuko,
Darren McLinton and Dennis
Leonard.
But with forwards Clayton Ritter
and Louis Rowe, however, JMU has
proven to be just as deadly in the
frontcourt.
"I've had to step into that role of
getting rebounds, playing good
defense, and score when we need to,"
said Ritter, who has led the team in
rebounds in eight games.
Ritter is currently shooting 62
percent from the field and averaging
15.7 points per game. Defensively, he
leads the Dukes with 24 steals this
season.
Rowe, in his first season with
JMU, has stepped up in a big way
this season. He has scored in double
figures for 12 of the Dukes* 15
games.
The biggest advantage of mis onetwo punch is that while Ritter stays
down tow, Rowe can slide out to sink
a long-range shot.
"Louis is a very good outside
shooter, but sometimes, teams don't
respect that," Ritter said. "When he
starts hitting those shots, they have to
play him, and that usually leaves me
open inside."
Rowe averages 14.4 points-pergame, while holding a team-high of
23 blocked shots.
UNC-Wilmington head coach
Kevin Eastman said after Saturday's
game that Rowe completely
dominated the Seahawks in their
meeting.
"I bet he was probably responsible
for well over 70 percent of their
offense in the second half," Eastman
said "We couldn't stop him."
Eastman also had praise for Ritter.
"Anybody in the league would
love to have Clayton Ritter — us
included," Eastman added. "They're
both phenomenal players."
Rowe said that in his performance
against UNC-W, he had to find
Clayton inside when he couldn't
convert the outside buckets.
"I got things going in the first
half," Rowe said. "In the second half,
my shot wasn't falling, but I was able
to dish to Clayton, and he stepped up
like usual."
—Mike Wissot
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Dukes receive no challenge from American
Heinbaugh and Powell score 15
as JMU's defense dominates
most of the game and tallied 15
by Kevin Finch
points and four steals.
staff writer
"[Powell] has done a very nice
The JMU women's basketball job," Moorman said. "She's
learn bounced back from taken full advantage of her
consecutive losses to dispose of opportunity to start. She's really
American University 68-35 on the only true point guard on our
Sunday at Bender Arena.
squad right now."
The win improves
Heinbaugh and junior
JMU's record to 8-7 on
forward Kara Rail iff
die season and 2-2 in the
scored 15 and 12 points
CAA.
respectively.
Led by a tenacious
The team is still
defense and a laic first-half surge, playing without junior guard
the Dukes were able to blow Christina Lee and sophomore
open the game.
forward Jackie Pratt. Lee's status
The Eagles made just 13 of 55 is day-to-day, and Pratt is
Knots for a miserable 23 percent.
expected to miss up to six weeks.
"Our offense gets started off of
Senior point guard Gail
our defense," sophomore forward Shelley will miss the remainder
Krissy Heinbaugh said. "In recent of the season following surgery
games, our offense hasn't been from a knee injury suffered Dec.
scoring many points, so our 4 at Syracuse.
defense is what gets us started
JMU's next game is Tuesday
and gets us rebounds, last breaks at home against Virginia Tech.
and lay ups."
The score was 13-9 with ten JML (6H)
rcb
■« n
minutes left in the first half when
nun m-a m-a ii l
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goals—2-7,28.6 (Schrcih 1-2, Heinbaugh 1opportunities.
2. Powell 1-3)
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"II we play that aggressively,
you gel some steals and easy
baskets so we don't have to work
as hard in our halfcourt offense
all the lime," she said. "We're
not a powerful offensive team, so
we have to be good on the
defensive end."
The second half was all JMU.
For a six-minute stretch in the
half, the Dukes held the Eagles to
just four points and extended
their lead to 60-30 with five
minutes left in ihc game.
Powell played point guard for

American (35)
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MAGGIE WELTER

Freshman forward Carla Hauser had four rebounds and one blocked shot against American
Sunday afternoon at Bender Arena as the Dukes moved to 8-2, 2-2 in the CAA.

Swimming and diving squads get past William & Mary
by Chris Leonard
contributing writer
The JMU men's and women's
swimming teams continued their winning
ways Saturday, as both scored victories
againsl William & Mary in their last home
meets of the season.
The men's team defeated the Tribe
133-107 to move its season record to 4-3
and 3-0 in the Colonial Athletic
Association.
The women's team won their contest
124.5-104.5, upping its season record to
4-1,3-0.
The JMU women look first place in the
first nine events to clinch the die win.

"We swam really well unlay," JMU
women's coach Judy Wolfe said. "They
arc a strong team.. . .We knew we needed
to swim well to neat ihem."
In their victory, the JMU women added
two more Savage Pcx>l records.
Junior Becky Andrews swam a pool
record in the 1000-nieier freestyle,
coming in at 10:29.54 and knocking three
seconds off the old mark.
Senior Erin McDonnell swam her pool
record in the 2(X)-meter freestyle with a
lime of 1:54.28.
The JMU men also had a big day while
taking first place in their first 10 events.
"It was a good meet," JMU men's
coach Brooks Teal said. "I was pleased to
sec how well they responded."

JMU junior Mark Gabriele has
responded well for the Dukes, selling a
Savage Pix>l record by knocking nearly 11
seconds off the 4(X)-meler individual wilh
a lime ol 4:04.87.
The Dukes will close oul their Colonial
Athletic Association season againsl
Richmond next week, and hopes are high
for bolh teams lO repeal as CAA
champions.
"We warned IO be the strongest learn in
Ihc conference," Teal said. "It's ux) early
IO tell, bul we're in gtxxl shape."
Wolfe said she's confident her leam
wdl also do well.
She look lime 10 congratulate all the
seniors in the final home mcci of their
collegiate careers.

"They have been a wonderful class
through ihc years, and we will miss
them."
JMU Winners (Men):

200 medlex rela>. 1.000 lieesisle. 200
freestyle, 50 freestyle, 400 individual
medley, one-meter diving, 100 fly, loo
freestyle, KM) backstroke. 500 freestyle.
ihree-meler diving. 1(H) breasisiroke.
Women:

200 medley relay, 1.0(H) freestyle, 200
freestyle, 50 freestyle, 400 individual
medley. One-meter diving, I(K) butterfly,
100 freestyle, 100 backslokc, 500
freestyle, 100 brcasLstrokc

'I

I
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Call a cab.
*ake the keys.
Be ajriend.

FLORENCE SUMMER SESSION
May 26 - July 4,1994James Madison University's Semester in Florence will offer a six-week summer session in
Florence. Students will participate in the regular JMU program at the British Institute of Florence
and may accumulate 6 to 9 credit hours. The courses combine classroom lectures and on-site instruction/ such as visits to museums, churches, and Italian and/or international businesses in the
vicinity of Florence. This approach has proven an outstanding learning experience in the James
Madison University's Studies Abroad Programs since 1979. Students will be housed in
Florentine homes in the city or in the suburbs within easy commuting distance. This is an
excellent opportunity to practice oral communication skills in Italian.

ART HISTORY 413
Masterpieces of Italian Renaissance Art
FINANCE 490
European Community/International Business
ITALIAN 101/231/300
Elementary, Intermediate & Advanced Levels
INTERNATIONAL LIBERAL STUDIES 290F
Florence in Literature: British and American
Writers on Florentine Art and Culture
The approximate cost (not including airfare) will be $1,750 above and beyond summer tuition,
room and board at JMU (according to in-state or out-of-state status). Program fees include
complete orientation program at JMU and upon arrival in Florence, home stay with Italian
families, and some weekend excursions to Pisa, Siena, Lucca, Venice, San Vincenzo, and Rome.
Deadline for applications: March 15, 1994.
For further information, contact the Office of International Education, Paul Street House,
James Madison University (703) 568-6419, or the Professor in Residence,
Dr. Faramarz Damanpour, ShowkerHall, (703) 568-3079.
^

* tentative dmles. subject to change
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SPORTSHIGHLIGHTS
WRESTLING
Arena, Hanson win state titles

Junior Jude Arena and sophomore Josh
Henson both won titles at the Virginia
Intercollegiate League State Wrestling
Championships, Jan. 21-22 at Liberty
University.
Their performance helped lead the
Dukes to a fourth-place finish in the eightteam event, moving up two places from
their 1993 sixth-placed finish.
Arena, who won at ISO pounds, upped
his record to 17-5. Henson, wrestling at
177, improved to 20-2.
Juniors Brian Gray and Bob Hamilton
finished third at 167 pounds and
heavyweight, respectively.
JMU also had fourth place finishes by
freshmen Trent Boyd (142 pounds) and
Chris Vidak (158 pounds).
State team scores:

1. Old Dominion 107.5
2. VND 106
3. George Mason 104.75
4. JMU 101.75
5. Virginia 94.5
6. Virginia Tech 65.25
7. Liberty 643
8. William & Mary 34.5

FOOTBALL
Robinson named as Ail-American

Senior Dwight Robinson has been
named a Division I-AA All-American by

MEN'S TRACK AND FIELD

800-meter run—6. Bridgette Fudala,
2:29.10
1,600-meter-relay—7. (Kiersten Murray,
Samantha Bates, Kristen Purka, Lan
Nguyen), 4:21.49
55-meter dash—8. Tammi Stewart, 7.34
9. Fatima Joyner, 7.56

Comfort Inn Invitational
Blacksburg
Jan. 21-22

WOMEN'S SWIMMING AND
DIVING

the Associated Press.
Robinson, who was named to the thirdteam offense as a return specialist,
returned two kickoffs for touchdowns this
season for the Dukes.

Top JMU Finishes:
500-meter— 1. Paul Moye, 1:04.40
6. Tevis Branson, 1:07.80
Mile— 2. Tom Jeffrey, 4:21.00
4x800 relay—2.8:12.00
4x400 relay—3.3:20.10
400-meter—3. Shawn Foreman, :50.30
1,000-meter-^*. Chris Keams, 2:36.30

WOMEN'S TRACK AND
FIELD
Comfort Inn Invitational
Blacksburg
Jan. 22

Top JMU Finishes, Running Events:
500-meter run—1. Jill Baumgartner,
1:16.70 (ECAC qualifying time) •
3,200-meter relay—4. Jill Baumgartner,
Tamnu Stewart, Bridgetie Fudala, Fatima
Joyner. 10:05.00
Mile run—5. Samantha Bates, 5:09.60
6. Mona Gupta, 5:21.50

7. Cindy Price, 5:26.70
8. Stephanie Herbert, 5:26.78
200-meter dash—6. Tammi Stewart, 26.39

Washington, D.C.
Jan. 23
JMU 122, George Washington 121

200 medley relay—GWU, 3:59.68
1,000 freestyle—Megan Mitchell (GWU),
10:18.26
200 freestyle—Mitchell (GWU), 1:54.27
50 freestyle—Kristen David (JMU), 24.75
200 individual medley—Erin McDonnell
(JMU), 2:10.59
One-meter diving—Amanda Kuehl
(JMU). 241.125
200 butterfly—Stephanie Ballou (GWU),
2:07.65
100 freestyle—Bambi Bowman (GWU),
53.02
200 backstroke—Kristen Brinser (JMU),
2:09.92
500 freestyle—Bambi Bowman (GWU),
4:58.31
Three-meter diving—Lisa Bassinder
(GWU), 236.40
200 breaststroke—Guvelioglu (GWU),
2:25.66
400 freestyle relay—JMU (Balint,

DRUNK DRIVING DOESN'T JUST KILL
DRUNK DRIVERS.
Hannah and Sarah Fogleman, killedDec It, 1988 at t.-ttpm on
1-95 South, Brunswick, GA.
Next time your friend insists on driving drunk, do whatever it takes
to stop him.
Because if he kills innocent people, how will you live with yourself?

E

FRIENDS DON'T LET FRIENDS DRIVE DRUNK.

Andrews, Bryant, Webber), 3:40.33
Records: JMU 5-1

WOMEN'S BASKETBALL
CAA

Overall

11-5
George Mason
3-0
Old Dominion
9-5
3-0
William & Mary
2-1
9-3
American
1-1
6-7
1-2
7-7
JMU
East Carolina
1-2
2-10
0-2
6-6
Richmond
UNC-Wilmington
0-3
2-11
Leading scorers (average per game):
21.8
Celeste Hill, ODU
15.7
Kirsten Keller, AU
15.2
Laura Barnes, UR
Nickie Hilton, GMU
14.8
Myra Horton, UNC-W 14.6
Keri Chaconas, GMU 14.6
Gail Wilkins, AU
14.5
14.4
Kara Ratliff, JMU
Ashleigh Akens, W&M 14.3
Marcell Harrison, GMU 13.4
Leading rebounders (average per game
10.4
Celeste Hill, ODU
Ashleigh Akens, W&M 10.4
9.4
Ina Nicosia, UR
8.2
Nickie Hilton, GMU
TraceyKelley.ECU
7.5
Kara Ratliff, JMU
7.1
Tomeika Blackmon, ECU 6.7
6.5
Kirsten Keller, AU
6.3
Heidi Babb, UR

MKEHEFFNER

Gimme an 'M'!
Sophomore cheerleader Kathryn Dudley stir* up some school
spirit at the man'* basketball game at the Convocation Center
Saturday.

■
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Recycle,

Reuse,
Reduce!
RESERVE

OFFICERS'

TRAINING

CORPS

Mental illness
has warning signs, too.
For a free booklet
about mental illness, call:
1-800-969-NMHA.
Learn to see the warning signs.
National Mental Health Association E

Ntftfitt SMHG m m.

MY ARMY ROTC SCHOLARSHIP
PUT ME IN THE HOSPITAL LAST SUMMER.
SOUTH PADRE ISLAND
DAVTONA BEACH
PANAMA CITY BEACH

Army ROTC scholarships pay off twice, with
money towards your education and five weeks
of nursing experience in an Army hospital
Hundreds of nursing students win Army
ROTC scholarships every year. You can, too.

STEAMBOAT
LAS

wrens

WAIL/BEAVER CREEK
ORLANDO/DISNEY WORLD
MUSTANC ISLAHD
HILTON HEAD ISLAND
BRECKENRIDCE/KEYSTONE

F» IW1 —— 1 ——H

.•800'SUNCHASEl

ARMY ROTC
THE SMARTEST COLLEGE
COURSE TOUCAN TAKE.
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Humor
THE FAR SIX/Gary Larson

CALVIN & HQBBES/BMWatterson
WHEN QMS GROW UP.
THEN GET TO PUtf WITH
CARS, SPORTS EQUIPMENT.
CAMERAS, STEREOS,
ELECTRIC TOOLS...100 NAME IT.

BUT GIRLS DONT GET AN1
TCrlS WHEN TUE1 GROW UP.

I GUESS GIRLS ACTUALLY
MATURE AS THE< GET OLDER.

WOMEN JUST BAM CLOTWES
AND SHOES. HOW BORING
HOW SAO.
.
-

>

^"7

I CArfr WAIT
UNTIL I'M OLD
ENOUGH TO
"PUTTER AROUND /'

A* TOE OTHER HAND
I THE NEIGHBORS VEEP
PLANTING NICE BIG
V TREES NEXT TO US.
*

I

Deer Halloweens

»

i

i

1
OUR LNES ARE FILLED WITH
MACHINES DESIGNED TO
REDUCE WOP*, AND INCREASE
LEISURE. WE HAVE MORE
LEISURE THAN MAN HAS
ENERUAD.

AND WttAT DO WE DO WITH
TWS LEISURE? EDUCATE
OURSELVES ? TAKE UP NEW

IF IT WERE UP TO DAD,
LEISURE WOULD BE AS
^
BAD AS WORK.

INTERESTS? EXPVQRE7

INMEHT?
CREATE?
DM). I CAHT
HEAR TWS
CQMWEVXIAL

r

"Crack the whip!

OUTER BOUNDS/CJ. Grebb
HOLLY. THIS 16 SATDRW.
HE'S AW GXTtA-TB«*$T»AL.

UH,.UH ..CHARMED.

BUT, WHY ARE
YOU HtM?

MY PEOPLE HAVE
SKMTME HERE TO
STuOY At*0 UHPBR-.
STAND YOURWflUDS
CULTURE/

SHAPE- SWFTlNt r5(WLY
AMD THIS IS
OHE Of HY ABIIITIES.
HOW fOU
T
AM AL5« A. COMPLETE
PLAN TO DO
MULTI-L|N6UAL,A
IT? PRETENOWfr
30CIOLO6IST, AND A
TO BE A
ATM/f
TEL6PATH
STUDENT?
A TELEPATH.'?

YES1 AND WOW THAT 1 CAN TALK
WITH YOU,HOLLY, PERHAPS You CAM
EXPLAIN TO ME WHY IT IS THAT
EVERY TIME CHRIS SE*S Ycu, HE
PICTURES You IN A PUBLICATION
CALLED * VICTORIA* sieMf."

0H,REAiiY.'

I

II

I I
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BUILDING OiV TRADITION**.
NOT RESTING ON IT.

Recycle
Me,
Please.
..Now That's
Convenience
■ Si
•#!••

* Open Every Night
Till Midnight
* Dry Cleaning &
Laundry Service
* Flower & Balloon
Delivery
* Photo Processing
* Postage Stamps
VIDEO RENTALS

$2,25
T

per night

* Current Play List
* No Membership Fee
* No Hassles
M-F 7AM- MID "* S-S 9AM • MID
X3922
9 * gii * SI 'CHECKS

Does It Make Senses To
Ra
io ray
More For Everyday Stuff?
At Dollar General, we shop for the best prices so you
don't have to. Which means you can count on getting
the same low price week after week, month after
month. If you're tired of paying more, come see us.
The Same Low Prices
Every Day.
29 West Water Street, Harrisonburg, VA
All it, ms sulil on a drat-tomr ba*i« All styles shown may no( b«- available in all stores Karly sell-out pomible on special purvhase item*. Wr reserve the right Io limit quantities.

—

,\
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Classifieds
£OR RENT
Math, tprinQ'tprinQ Bunvnsr. *3*577o
Room (or rent - 8l7s/mo. Cat Scon.
433-6006.
Seeking lemale roommate (or spring
sublease. Price negotiable. A»hby
Croesa^.CeJ 564-1440.
Ml, 2*1, 2*3 Campbell St. - Will bo
) Juno 1.1984. Cal 4334047.
Throo 4-5 BH houeea for rent tor '94■95 school year. Clooo to campus. $180
to $200. individual. August to Augual and
May to May leases. Cal 434-1139. aM«r
5pm.
Room (or rant - $19$, furnished apt.
University Placa. Cal David at 432-9305.
Subloaao availabla now - Aahby
Croaaing. Please can Brooke. >1S80.
College Station - 4 BR townhouaoa.
Fully (urniahad. Dorothy or Jim. 4326641. ComrnormaaJth Realty, 434-2977.
Unlvoraity Placa - 3 or 4 8R units.
Furnished or urrlumishad. Walar 1 sewer
indudad. Dorothy or Jim. 432-6541;
Commonwealth Realty. 434-2977.
Ml. Via* Driva townhouat - 5 BR.
lurniihad; walking dittanoa: (rom
$18S/mo.: 1 year lease (8/94-6V95): W/D:
(703)450-5008.
Otd S. High - '04--95. 9 BR duplex,
preter one group. 432-0449
Old S. High -•94-95. 5 BR houae. 4320440
2 BR apt. - »4-'9S. partially lumiahed.
432-0449
1 BR apt. - Availabla August 1 on
Dutchmil Court Quiet, nice. 4 blocks. No
smoking/parties, one year lease. 4342100
Augual 1 - 3 BR duplex on Port
Republic Road. W/D. MW. DW. quiet,
nice, energy efficient. S480/leaae 4342100
Female
roommatee nasdad —
Way/Summer, the Commons. Call
Amelia, 432-1946.
Someone te ahare 2 BR 2 bath apt. at
The Greene. 432-1387
J-M Apartments
434-1847 or
434-3882
1 BR Apt. $250 par month
2BRApt. $350 per month
Of $178 par person
3 BR Apt. $450 par month
or $150 par parson
4 BR Apt. $600 par month
Several Houses.
All Apis, near Cant roll Bridge.
One of tha closest complexes
to JMU.
Owner/Managers.
Tha good apartments go Drat
so coma by and aaa us!

FOR SALE
Far sale - Spinet-Conaele piano.
Wanted. responsMe party to make km
monthly payments on piano. See locally.
Cal 1100)327-3345.
Ski equipment - New A used unisex
boots, ska. poles, various sizes A good
prices. 866-2967
Pieetjce amp - Dean Hartley, cheepl
Cheap! Cheapl Alao free cruise to
Bahamas. Call lor details. Cheapl
Cheapl Cheapl 433-7714
Student condoa - Furnished. University
Placa. South Avo. 3 BR. availabla
August 1. 1994. Also. 4 BR townhouaes.
$67,500. Kane Realty. 434-9922
Skiing equipment lor sale - Head skis.
175cm; Saloman boots 330; poles lock
earner; Ike new. 432-1330
Snowboard - Burton Air, month old.
No scratchaa. $200. lake. 432-1938.
Quadra 600-7 moa. ok). 12/500 CO
Rom. $3500 Cal Mart. 4334446.

HELP WANTED
Earn extra money! National non-profit
student organization seeks graduate
students for immediate on-campus
distribution of information about its
products and services. For more info,
cal (202)547-4920.
Resident Camp Stall - Administrative
staff. RN/EMT. food supervisor, program
specialist, pool diredor/statf. counselors
needed: June 11-August 15. Two
seasonal resident camps located near
Hemeonburg and Lees burg, Va. Contact:
Corinna Lambert. GSCNC. 2233
Wisconsin Ava. NW, Washington. DC
20007-4167. (202)337-4300. EOE
Pool Manager/Swim Team Coach The Qreen Hills Club ia soaking
appxoarea lor Pool Manager/Swim Team
coach for 1994 seaeon. opening
Memorial Oay, closing Labor Day.
Previous pool managementycoaching
experience required. Resume with
detailed background required by January
31. to: Pool CornrnMee Chairman, HCR
33. Boa 70H. Stanardaviie. VA 22973
Seasonal employment available as a
whitawatar rail guide in W.Va.
Experience not required. Must be 19
years old. have currant CPR t first aid.
Contact North American River Runners,
P.O. Boa 81 Hioo. WV 2S854. (800)9602588. EOE
Summer work - Make your plans nowl
FulApanwrwprjoiucrewiHboeia.latili
at the Caasco Ice processing plant.
Contact our H.R. Manager at 433-2751
lord
Delivery drivara - Excellent cash t
other earnings lor ambitious, hustling
person. Night 6 weekand shifts availabla
to suit your schedule. Must have your
own oar A insurance. No DUIs. please.
Apply in person. Mr. Gattfa. Ctoverleat
Plaza.
Fundraiser - We're looking lor a top
student organization that would Ike to
make 5500-51.500 for a marketing
promotion right on campus. Call
(800)582-2121. x311.

Tutora needed in as JMU subject areas.
Stop by the Counseling A Student
Development Center. Alumnae Hall
Room 200 lor an awauattoii.
Attn - Excellent income for home
assembly work. Into. (504)646-1700.
DEPT. VA-4S08.
Qreeka A Clube - Earn 860-8250 lor
youraerl plus up to $500 for your dubl
This fundraiser coats nothing A lasts one
week. Call now A receive a tree gift.
(800)932-0528. x8S.

Florida's new Spring Break hotepots!
Cocoa Beach A Key Westl More upscale
than Panama City/Daytonal Great
beaches A mghtMele days in 27 acre
Cocoa beachfront resort, $1591 Kay
West. $2481 (800)678-6386
Spring Break '94 - Cancun, Bahamas,
Jamaica. Florida A Padrel 110% lowest
price guarantee I Organize 15 Iriends A
your trip is freel Take A Break Student
Travel (800)328-7283.
i 1st quickly A naturally by Spring
Break. Call 432-0409

Moving to the Oular Banks oi North
Carolina (Nags Head) this summer? For
summer employment information, please
call Pat or Lea at (800)833-5233.

Last chancel Spring Break! Jamaica.
Cancun Irom S429I Lowest prices
guaranteed. Florida. S. Padrel Ask how.
Travel Ireel Sun Splash. (800)426-7710.

SERVICES

PERSONALS

FRIENDS OF VIET NAMTiNC.
Interested in VIET MAM? Curious
about the history, people A
culture? Come visit with those who
have been (here. Interest meeting
on January 27 from 7 to 9 in Zane
Showker, Rm 109. FREE FOOOI
& SLIDE PRESENTATION

Win a trip to Cancun! Look lor details &
entry blanks in the coupon section of
your new University Telephone Directory
Directories are available now at both the
Canter for Oil-Campus Living, at 10
Taylor Hall A at University Relations

Typlat - Accurate, reasonable
computer/typewriter, rush jobs. 434
4947. pager or 566-0774.

SKI TUNE UP
Includes flat filing, edge
sharpening & deburring,
& hot waxing.
Free pick-up & delivery.
Call Chris at 432-2333.
NOTICE

For more Information and
assistance regarding tha
invaatigatlon St financing
business opportunities & work
at homo opportunities, contact
tha Batter Business Bureau
Inc., at (800) 533-5501.

SPRING BREAK
Spring Break pac sagas - Promote on
cavnpus or sign up now lor rooms. $129
up. Daytona, Panama. Padre. Cancun.
etc Call CM I (800)423-5264.

rtssr

I Party Cruiee! 6
kBahi
days $2791 Trip includes cruise A room.
12 meals A 6 tree paruael Horryl This wil
sell outl (800)678*386
Spring Break! Cancun A Jamalcal Fly
out oTRiohmond and spend 8 days on
the beaohl We have the best trips 6
priceal Includes air 4 hotel & parties Irom
54491 (800)678-6396
Spring Break! Panama Cityl 8 days
ocaanview room with kitchen. 51191
Wak to best barsl Includes tree discount
card, save 550 on cover charges'
(800)678-6386
Tan - Buy 5, get 5 I reel Bodywrap. buy
one. second one 1/2 price (Two people
can coma together)! Lifestyle. 4338620.

Nurae
scholarships
Freshmen/Sophomore nursing students,
cash in on good grades Apply now for
Army ROTC scholarships. Call 5686264.
"Exercise & Self Esteem"
Laam how to maintain selfesteem through a structured
exercise program.
Tuesday, Jan. 25

INTRAMURAL SUPERVISOR
Positions available
$5.50Vhr.
Applications availabla at
Intramurara' Office, Warren 300,
& will be accepted
through Fab. 11.
For more Info, call x3940
Intramural Wallyball entries close 2/tSign up in Intramurals Ollice, Warren

&"

Senior Psychology Majors! You must
complete assessment questionnaire
about tha Department ol Psychology
before you can graduate. Deadline for
May graduates is Feb. 15. 1994
Availabla in Peer Advising Office.
Johnston 113.
Be In The Yearbook!
The '93'94 Bluestone is
accepting creative pictures of
you & your friends for Shoot
Yourself. Deadline is Jan. 27th.
Submit pictures to:
Bluestone
P.O. Box 3522, Campus Mail
JumpStart - Transfers come out to
hear the ms A outs ot regrstrationl Center
tor OttCampus Living, first Itoor, Taylor
Hall, Tuesday, 7pm.
Everything you need to know about
living ofl-campusl Come lo one ol the
lease workshops to learn morel

at 7pm
in Godwin 205

YOGA CLASSES

Melroae Partieel Formalal Need
Mualc, Call National 0J Connection.
433-0360.

at 5:30 pm
a Wednesdays

will be ottered
on Tuesdays

at noon
in Godwin 205.
Call xS669 tor more Into.

Escape to Tha Country Place - 40 m.
NW of JMU. 2 BR chalet. fireplace, deck.
Blue Ridge views, modern kitchen A
bath. Near Shenandoah River.
5225/weekend.
(703)743-4007.
evenings.

Andy - Our house wasn't a true home
until you moved in. Love, Jay. Mason A
Lenny.

Watch lor Creative Dating sponsored
by IHC. Fab. 10.7pm. Highlands Room.

X4> - Wa had a Ball Banging Heads
with you! Love, ZTA!

International Allaire Aaaociation Meeting. Thursday. Jan. 27 in Taylor 304
at 8pm Call MaryBeth. 434-4093 or
Sarah. 564-0135 lor more info.

Natural Highs Open Meeting Thursday. Jan. 27. 5-6 pm. Taylor 306.
Help us plan a great spring semester. All
wolcomel

Interested in Music?
Coma see how our brotherhood is
different from the others.
4>MA Sinlonia
InformationaJ Meeting,
Monday, Jan. 24, 7 ptn,
Music Building, B-142
or cad Erin Rerog at 432-0954.
Equal ia accepting poetry, short
stories, artwork, music, essays, etc. lor a
zina. a published collage ol feminist
creativity. Send submissions to P.O. Bo«
7166 until January 31. Questions'' Call
Sara.564-131Z
Adoption - Loving atmosphere. Happy
home. We want to adopt a child to
complete our tamity. Let us help you
during
ring this important time. Call Jay A
Judi. (804)358-0969. cosed.

C5

RUSH 0X
Open
House
Wed., Jan. 26th
For Info, call:
Andrew Norton

433-5594

Congratulationat The Ollice of
Residence Life congratulates Nicole
Curry. Dana Ray. Matthew Robbins A
Charles Roberta who won the Perception
Study Drawing for JMU Bookstore grit
cortHioalea. Our thanks to everyone who
pertioipatedl
Psychology Majors!
Do you know "What you can do
with a Bachelor's Degree in
Psychology"?
Coma to the Career Symposium
Wednesday, Jan. 26
7 - 8:30 pm
In Burruss Room 31.
Congratulations lo 7.TA's new
initiates! Love, your fellow Sisters.

WANTED:
Enthusiastic, active, & funloving people to apply to
become JMU Student
Ambassadors! You can pick up
your application in Varner
House & it's due back Friday,
Jan. 28th, at noon.
Rush IN - Open Houae, Saturday,
Jan. 29 at 420 pm.

Habitat For Humanity
General meeting
Thursday, Jan. 27th
5pm

Taylor 311
H you or someone you know haa
been allected by eexual assault A
needs help, inlo, or someone who will
Helen, please call
CARE
Campus Assault REsponse
helpline-558-6411

Hours: Fit noon - Mon. noon

Have an opinion?
Applications to become
a Breeze opinion
columnist or editorial
cartoonist are due by
Feb. 7 at 5 p.m. Send a
cover letter and three
pieces of your published
or unpublished work to
The Breeze opinion
editor, Anthony-Seeger
Hall.

■ ■!■ Nil IHMIWO
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ONCE AGAIN, rVFW TRYING TOBVTTW YOU UP!
Containers Of Garlic Butter Are Now Available With Every Domino's Pizza!

DELIVERS
SUBS!
SUPER SUBS!

SUPER SUBS!

PHILLY CHEESE STEAK

ROAST BEEF & CHEDDAR

Lean Roast leer, Cheddar Cheese, Lettuce * Tomato on a ■uttered Rol

Marinated Steak, Onions, Green Peppers a Provotone Cheese

"ZZESTT MEATBALL & CHEESE

^N€W

B - L - T
Bacon, Lettuce & Tomato on a Buttered RoH

MeatDaK, unions, rrovotone Oieese, Pizza Sauce * Raton Seatonrij

"ZZESTY" ITALIAN

TURKEY & CHEESE

5aan,repperon,w»,u»Bl rronior«uieeK,ietw,ioaaB,iM5eaafQ, Clime)*

Steed Turkey, Provotone Cheese, Onions, Lettuce, Tomato, 01 * Vhejar

BACON CLUB

HAM & CHEESE

luntey, Mam, bacon, Provotone Cheese, Onions, Lettuce, Tomato, oa a

1 nwn, Provotone uiccsc, untore, Lettuce, Tomato, Ol« vntyv

VEGGIE MELT

PIZZA SUB

unions, ween Peppers, MUBTOOTS, Lettuce, Tomato, Prcvolone Cheese, 01• Viiejsf

TWEE

Of Tar Fiwrte Rai Tccptijs, rrcwicne Creese, rezi Ssuce, nan Seenmg

433-2300

433-3111

JMU Campus / S. Main St

Port Rd / Market St

FREE GARLIC BUTTER!

SUB MEAL ~)t

$

6." LARGE

ONE 15" LARGE
ONE TOPPING PIZZA
ORIGINAL or CRISPY-THIN

Order Your Favorite 12" Super Sub,
Chips & a Coke For Just *5»"!
—tsasi

^ MEDIUM DOUBLES~)fl( CHEEZZTICKS) ( PIZZA PANIC 1
I TWO MEDIUM ' 16 CHEEZZTICKS MEDIUM TWO TOPPING
PIZZA &^MLd,
w/saucc!
ONE TOPPING PIZZAS

I

♦
|—*g«si

99

original or CRISPY-THIN

99

6."
—astasi

or CRISPY-THIN

